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Lots

Limited Edition & Collectors’ Teddy Bears

1-65

Antique & Vintage Teddy Bears

66-256
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& Artifacts from her Trousseau
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528-536

The Byne Ladies

Limited Edition &
Collectors’ Teddy Bears

16. A Steiff Limited Edition Uncle
Sam doll, 665 of 1000, in original box with
certificate, 1994 £60-£80 (plus 21% BP^)
17. A Steiff Limited Edition British
Collectors 1907 Replica Teddy Bear, brown,
1013 of 3000, in original box with certificate,
1993 £60-£80 (plus 21% BP^)

7.
Fifteen Steiff Club Gift teddy bears:
comprising 1997, 1998, 2000, 2001, 2002,
2003, 2004, 2005, 2006, 2007, 2009, 2011
and 2012, in original boxes, 2010 and 2008
without boxes and an empty box for 1999/2000
£150-£200 (plus 21% BP^)
1.
A Gregory Bear Shaggle, by Gregory
Gyllenship, of light golden shaggy mohair, five
way jointed with card tag, 1997 - 15in. (38cm.)
high £100-£150 (plus 21% BP^)
2.
A House of Nisbet Aloysius, limited
edition smaller version, 4241 of 5000, with
label, scarf and pin - 14in. (35.5cm.) high; and
two other limited edition Nisbet bears, one a
yes/no - these bears are called Jack and Neville
£60-£80 (plus 21% BP^)

8.
Ten small Steiff yellow tagged teddy
bears: including Historic series Teddy 1926
(Happy), Teddy Baby and black Teddy Bear 1912,
four miniature bears and others, all with buttons,
nine with yellow tags (some missing chest tags,
slightly dusty) £100-£150 (plus 21% BP^)

18. A Steiff Limited Edition Soo, 538
of 2000, 2012; and Diamond Jubilee for the
Queen, 246 of 2012 (no boxes or certificates);
and a Steiff yellow tagged Molly bear
£60-£80 (plus 21% BP^)
19. Steiff Limited Edition animals: Spidy,
big and small, 115 of 4000, 1991/92; Steiff
Club Edition 2002 Elephant pin-cushion (both
missing boxes and certificates) and Noah’s
Ark in original box (missing Mr and Mrs Noah)
£100-£120 (plus 21% BP^)

9.
Hermann teddy bears: a pink limited
edition 511 of 4000 - 13½in. (34cm.) high; a book
box with small brown bear; and three miniatures
including a panda, two in original boxes
£50-£80 (plus 21% BP^)
10. Farnell and Harrods teddy bears: a
large replica Farnell by Bears Paw Collectables
- 23in. (58.5cm.) high (bald bottom); a
Merrythought for Harrods Unicorn, three Harrods
associated bears; and a Dean’s Little Joe (dusty)
£60-£80 (plus 21% BP^)

20. A Merrythought limited edition
Cheeky Table Top Napkin and Holder set,
22 of 100, six Cheeky bear heads as napkin
rings and six napkins embroidered with Cheeky
bear heads, in original box with tag certificate,
2003 £60-£80 (plus 21% BP^)
21. A large modern Merrythought Cheeky
bear, with golden mohair and foot tag - 25½in.
(65cm.) high £40-£60 (plus 21% BP^)

3.
Three antipodean teddy bears: an
Almost South Pole Bears by Janis Harris (New
Zealand), jointed green wool plush - 17¼in.
(44cm.) high; a Coogi (Australia) multi-coloured
koala and a Drummond Bears New Zealand
Chloe £50-£80 (plus 21% BP^)
4.
A Steiff Limited Edition Schloss
Schönbrunn teddy bear, musical, 298 of
1500, in original bag with certificate, 2003
£50-£80 (plus 21% BP^)

11. Miniature and small Artist teddy
bears: Carnival, a purple bear by Bears North
Marian McHugh - 5¾in. (14.5cm.) high, two
others with weighted feet and a pale pink bear
£50-£80 (plus 21% BP^)

5.
A Steiff Limited Edition Teddy Rose,
2636 of 8000, in original box with plastic lid
and certificate, 1990 (dusty and needs clean);
and a brown white tagged limited edition
(wear to pads) £50-£80 (plus 21% BP^)

22. Two Merrythought Limited Edition
teddy bears: The Great Ormond Street
Children’s Hospital Bear, 274 of 1000 and
Millennium Cheeky, 610 of 2000, in original
boxes; and a recent Merrythought teddy bear
£50-£80 (plus 21% BP^)
23. Dean’s Rag Book Co Limited Edition
teddy bears: Sue Tolcher Tearose, 60 of 250;
Arthur, 17 of 1000; and Michael, 216 of 1500,
all with tag certificates; and another bear
probably made for the Teddies 93 Festival &
Convention, London £50-£80 (plus 21% BP^)
24. Two Teddy Bears of Witney teddy
bears: Dulcie - 9½in. (24cm.) high and Ed, both
with tags £30-£50 (plus 21% BP^)

12. Miniature and small Artist teddy
bears: Peter by Anita Oliver - 2¼in. (6cm.) high,
House of Bruin Mr Bear Esq, a white bear and a
Swarovski crystal panda £50-£80 (plus 21% BP^)
13. Four small Artist teddy bears: Holly
Hill Bears brown teddy bear - 6in. (15cm.)
high, Theresa 2002 by World of Miniature
Bears, Sal’s Pals bear and Burlington Bearties
£60-£80 (plus 21% BP^)
6.
Two Steiff Limited Edition teddy
bears: Appolonia Margarete 429 for 2004/2005
and a Polar Bear 35 Coca-Cola, 1837 of 1000,
1999; and a yellow tagged Steiff bear (last
two need a clean, no boxes or certificates)
£60-£80 (plus 21% BP^)

www.specialauctionservices.com

14. Ten miniature manufactured and
artist teddy bears: mainly unidentified and two
Gunds £50-£80 (plus 21% BP^)
15. Twenty-seven small and miniature
teddy bears: a Canterbury Bear in dressing
gown, some homemade and some mass
produced £30-£50 (plus 21% BP^)

25. A large Steiff Limited Edition Teddy
Bear Zotty 1953, 654 of 1500, in original
box with certificate, 2000 (chest tag creased)
£100-£150 (plus 21% BP^)
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26. A Steiff Limited Edition Beatrix Potter
Tom Kitten, 302 of 1500, in original box with
tag certificate, 2005 £80-£100 (plus 21% BP^)

27. A Steiff Limited Edition Beatrix Potter
Mr Tod, 1251 of 1500, in original box with tag
certificate, 2007 £80-£100 (plus 21% BP^)

29. A Steiff Limited Edition Beatrix
Potter Benjamin Bunny, 116 of 1500,
in original box with tag certificate, 2004
£80-£100 (plus 21% BP^)

30. A Steiff Limited Edition Beatrix
Potter Mr Jeremy Fisher, 1106 of 1500,
in original box with tag certificate, 2003
£80-£100 (plus 21% BP^)

32. A Steiff Limited Edition Peter Rabbit
Replica 1904, 2263 of 3000, in original box
with certificate, 2002 £50-£80 (plus 21% BP^)
33. A Steiff Limited Edition Beatrix Potter
Squirrel Nutkin, 1135 of 1500, in original
box with tag certificate, 2004; a large yellow
tagged Steiff rabbit; and a Club Gift elephant
£60-£80 (plus 21% BP^)

34. Steiff Limited Edition Wind in the
Willow characters: Ratty, 2601 of 4000, 1999,
Toad, 1433 of 4000,1998, Mole, 1046 of 4000,
1998 and Badger, 492 of 4000, 1999, in original
boxes £200-£300 (plus 21% BP^)
35. A Steiff Limited Edition Musical
Bear Phantom of the Opera, 474 of 3000,
in original bag with certificate, 2005; and
three other small modern Steiff bears
£80-£100 (plus 21% BP^)
36. A large Hermann Limited Edition
teddy bear, 338 of 500 with red plastic tag
and tag certificate - 32in. (81.5cm.) high
£50-£80 (plus 21% BP^)
37. Four modern Hermann teddy
bears: one with yes/no tail operated head
mechanism, three with red plastic tags - 16in.
(40.5cm.) largest £40-£60 (plus 21% BP^)

28. A Steiff Limited Edition Beatrix
Potter Samuel Whiskers, 419 of 1500,
in original box with tag certificate, 2006
£80-£100 (plus 21% BP^)
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31. A Steiff Limited Edition Beatrix
Potter Mrs Tiggy-Winkle, 380 of 1500,
in original box with tag certificate, 2005
£80-£100 (plus 21% BP^)
38. Two large modern Hermann
teddy bears: with golden mohair, jointed
and red plastic tags - 24in. (61cm.) high
£40-£60 (plus 21% BP^)

BP^ - Buyer’s Premium of 21% inclusive of VAT @ 20%. Lots marked ‘ARR’ wil be subject to an additional fee - please see table on page 47

52. A Steiff Limited Edition Bear 55
PB 1902, 5811 of 7000, in original box with
certificate, 2002 £60-£80 (plus 21% BP^)

39. A Merrythought teddy bear, with
golden mohair, jointed, velvet pads and golden
label - 28in. (71cm.) high - This bear is known as
Bill £20-£30 (plus 21% BP^)
40. A Steiff Limited Edition Teddy Clown
1926 Replica, 4829 of 10000, in original
box with cellophane lid and certificate, 1988
£60-£80 (plus 21% BP^)

48. A Steiff Limited Edition Bear on
wheels 1921, 1190 of 1500, in original box
with certificate, 2003 £150-£200 (plus 21% BP^)

53. A Steiff Limited Edition Henderson
teddy bear, exclusively for Teddy Bears of
Witney, 1947 of 2000, signed on foot by Tweed
Roosevelt, in original box with certificate, 1997
£70-£100 (plus 21% BP^)
41. A Steiff Limited Edition Duffle teddy
bear, 215 of 1500 and Snow Fox Xorry, 149 of
1500, in original boxes with certificates, 2012
£60-£80 (plus 21% BP^)

54. A Steiff Limited Edition Queen
Mother Bear, 642 of 2002, in original box with
certificate, 2002 £50-£80 (plus 21% BP^)
55. A Steiff Limited Edition black Teddy
Bear, 442 of 3000, in original box with
certificate, 2004 £50-£80 (plus 21% BP^)

42. A Steiff Limited Edition Cat Lady Ted,
599 of 1111, 2015 and Teddy Bear Romy, 1399
of 1500, 2012, in original boxes with certificates
£70-£100 (plus 21% BP^)

56. A Steiff Limited Edition Margarete
Steiff Jubilee teddy bear, 2270 of 3999,
signed on foot H. Junginger with tag certificate,
1997; and a Steiff Scottish Teddy Bear 2001,
2612 or 3000, in original box with certificate,
2001 £80-£100 (plus 21% BP^)

43. Three Steiff yellow tagged teddy
bears: Chris - 12in. (30cm.) high, a 1920s teddy
bear celebrating the Scouts Centenary 2007
and Arco £50-£80 (plus 21% BP^)
44. A Steiff Limited Edition British
Collector’s Baby Bear Set 1994-1998, 1454 of
1847, in original wooden box with certificate,
1999 £60-£80 (plus 21% BP^)

49. A Steiff Limited Edition Random
Teddy Bear, for Belgium, the Netherlands and
Luxembourg, 156 of 1500, in original bag with
certificate, 2007 £50-£80 (plus 21% BP^)
50. A Steiff Limited Edition for Hamleys
William teddy bear, 19 of 1500, signed on
foot by Tweed Roosevelt, in original box with
certificate, 2003 £50-£80 (plus 21% BP^)

45. Three Merrythought Limited
Edition Cheeky Teddy Bear: Aloysius, 198
of 1000 - 10½in. (27cm.) high; Little Alfonzo,
253 of 2000; and ‘Teddy’, 27 of 150 with tags
£60-£80 (plus 21% BP^)

57. A yellow tagged Steiff Teddy Bear
dressed as a wizard, made for an exhibition,
not by Steiff, in blue conical hat and robe with
gold moon, sun and stars, holes made in feet
to mount on stand - 20¼in. (51.5cm.) high
£30-£40 (plus 21% BP^)

46. Two Merrythought Limited Edition
Punkies: Antique Cheeky Punkie, 55 of 75 and
Floppy Punkie, 21 of 75 - 17½in. (44.5cm.) long
£40-£60 (plus 21% BP^)
47. Three Merrythought Limited Edition
Cheeky Teddy Bear: Rhubarb and Custard,
5 of 78 - 9½in. (24cm.) high, Baby Witney
Topknot, 20 of 100 and Miss Witney Punkie,
160 of 250 all with tags; and a yellow tagged
Steiff Classic bear £60-£80 (plus 21% BP^)

www.specialauctionservices.com

51. A Steiff Limited Edition Teddy Bear
with hot-water bottle 1907, 2157 of 3000,
signed on foot by Tweed Roosevelt, in original
box with certificate, 2001 £60-£80 (plus 21% BP^)

Don’t miss our monthly
Antiques Auction
First Tuesday of each
month
including, Jewellery,
Silver, Watches, Paintings,
Ceramics, Glass, Furniture
& More
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61.
A Steiff Studio Screech Owl, 1980s, with
large red tag, button and yellow cloth tag - 12in.
(30.5cm.) high £80-£120 (plus 21% BP^)
62.
Two Wright Bears (New Zealand),
Surrey - 8½in. (21.5cm.) high and Lucan;
a Deb Canhan miniature Mummy’s Little
Monster, in original box; and three other bears
£80-£100 (plus 21% BP^)
63.
A Dean’s Ragbook Company Colour
Box Bertram, 235 of 500 with side seam tag 24in. (61cm.) high £40-£60 (plus 21% BP^)
67. A rare Alpha Farnell Babar the
elephant 1930s, grey mohair head and hands,
brown and black glass eyes, white felt tusks,
red velvet open mouth, swivel head, jointed
cloth body, cloth pads, black oil-cloth shoes,
green felt suit and blue and white woven label
- 16½in. (42cm.) high (front of clothes faded
and some moth holes) £300-£400 (plus 21% BP^)

58. A Steiff Limited Edition Teddy bear
clown, designed by Richard Konold, 888
of 2006 with certificate, 2006 (missing box)
£40-£60 (plus 21% BP^)

64.
Two Asquith teddy bears, a brown and
blonde jointed bear with seam labels - 23½in.
(60cm.) high - these bears are known as the
McMillian Brothers £40-£60 (plus 21% BP^)

59. Hermann Centennial large Theodore
and Teddy’s Bear set, 113 of 1000,
representation of Berryman’s Drawing the Line
Mississippi carton, 2002 £80-£120 (plus 21% BP^)
60. A Merrythought limited edition
Diana teddy bear, a tribute to Diana Princess
of Wales, 379 of 2500, in original box with
certificate £20-£30 (plus 21% BP^)

61

65.
Two Little Folks teddy bears, jointed
golden plush bear with medallions - 23½in.
(60cm.) largest; and a large synthetic plush
jointed bear £60-£80 (plus 21% BP^)

Antique & Vintage Teddy Bears
66.
Two rare Dean’s Rag Book Dismal
Desmond Party Hats with provenance, the
hats black printed white brushed cotton, pink
velvet tongues, one with painted linen button
eyes, one with felt lining with stiffened rim, the
other with cotton lining and stuffed rim - 12½in.
(31.5cm.) high (some ageing); and an original
photograph of the original owners wearing
these hats - the two children in the photograph
are Arnold and Gwennie McKerrow; Gwendolin
was born in 1911, went to Manchester School of
Art and in her 20s moved to London, becoming
a commercial artist with Askew Younge. She
married in 1954 and became Gwen Mandley;
she continued as an illustrator/designer all
through her career, but in the 1960s she
developed a new career as a painter, mostly in
watercolours and exhibited well into the late
1990s; she died in 2004 and passed these two
hats on to her daughter, who is now the vendor
£500-£800 (plus 21% BP^)

68. A rare original artwork for
Mr Cinnamon Bear The Thanksgiving
Dinner circa 1907, illustrated by Louise
Bacquet, the story by Sara Tawney Lefferts, the
original ink and grisaille watercolour on card,
featuring Dorothy Vandevare, Mr Cinnamon
Bear, two other bears, three dolls and her
pet dogs and cat, published in 1907 by The
F.A. Bassette Company, Springfield, Mass.,
USA, pencil printing size instruction to bottom
43⁄8" and note to reverse 40111 L?ees 133
?????? make right print on copper - 20½in.
(52cm.) x - 15in. (38cm.) dimensions of board
£300-£400 (plus 21% BP^)

66
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BP^ - Buyer’s Premium of 21% inclusive of VAT @ 20%. Lots marked ‘ARR’ wil be subject to an additional fee - please see table on page 47

69. Big Ted, a rare very large Strunz teddy bear, circa 1910,
with blonde mohair, black flat boot button eyes, pronounced
muzzle, black stitched nose with grey felt behind, mouth and five
claws, hand finished seam from ear to ear, swivel head, elongated
limbs with felt pads, card lined feet, hump and inoperative
growler - 38½in. (98cm.) high (balding to legs, other bald spots,
general wear, repairs mainly to feet pads and eyes replaced); sold
with two original photographs of Big Ted and his owner in their
Leigh-on-Sea garden in 1924 and an album about Big Ted’s history
- Provenance - Big Ted was bought by Captain George Frederick
Jenkinson, possibly in Germany, for his daughter Lydia Rose. Lydia
grew up in Leigh-on Sea in Essex and married Eric Black. They
moved to Tiverton in Devon and had two daughters, Jenny and
Janet, who also played with him. £1,800-£2,500 (plus 21% BP^)

69

The following twenty-one lots are the
collection of Professors Nod Miller
and Rod Allen

70. Dandini, an early Steiff cinnamon
mohair teddy bear circa 1910, with black
boot button eyes, pronounced muzzle,
re-stitched black nose and mouth, swivel head,
jointed elongated limbs with black stitched
claws and remains of replace pads, hump,
FF button and red velvet coat - 9½in. (24cm.)
high (patched holes to muzzle, balding and
wear) £300-£400 (plus 21% BP^)

www.specialauctionservices.com

71. Wittgenstein, an early Steiff teddy
bear circa 1906, with apricot mohair, boot
button eyes, pronounced clipped muzzle, black
stitched nose, mouth and claws, swivel head,
jointed elongated limbs with felt pads, hump,
part soft stuffed, inoperative side squeaker and
tiny blank button - 12½in. (32cm.) high (some
thinning and fading, a few small bald spots
and repaired hole to left pad) - purchased from
one of the first teddy bear dealers, Pam Hebbs
£400-£600 (plus 21% BP^)

72. Lugless Douglas, a rare Farnell red
mohair ‘soldier’ teddy bear, with clear
and black glass eyes, black stitch for a nose,
remains of pipe-cleaner ears, swivel head and
pin-jointed limbs - 3½in. (9cm.) high (slight
wear) £300-£400 (plus 21% BP^)
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73. Percival, a small Schuco yes/no
panda, with white and black mohair, brown
and black glass eyes, black stitched nose and
mouth, tail-operated head mechanism and
metal framed jointed body - 5in. (13cm.) high
(some fading to head and tail missing mohair
covering) £100-£150 (plus 21% BP^)

76. Brian, an Omega pink artsilk teddy
bear 1930s, with orange and black glass
eyes, black stitched nose, mouth and claws,
swivel head, jointed limbs with replaced
felt pads and inoperative squeaker - 12½in.
(32cm.) high (fading and discoloured)
£80-£100 (plus 21% BP^)

81. Heather, a British 1940s teddy
bear, probably Alpha Farnell, with golden
mohair, orange and black glass eyes, black
stitched nose and mouth, swivel head,
jointed limbs with painted cloth pads, slight
hump and inoperative squeaker - 13½in.
(34cm.) high (some wear and thinning, faded)
£60-£80 (plus 21% BP^)

74. Two miniature Schuco teddy
bears: a brown mohair Berlin bear with
brass crown, metal framed jointed body
- 2½in. (6.5cm.) high; and a slightly larger
black and white mohair panda (slight wear)
£80-£100 (plus 21% BP^)

75. Elvis, a post-war Chad Valley blue
mohair teddy bear, with orange and black
glass eyes, remains of black stitched nose
and mouth, swivel head, jointed limbs with
blue felt pads, squeaker, chest seam tag and
HM Queen label, circa 1950 - 14½in. (37cm.)
high (some moth nibbling around nose
and this has damaged nose stitching, some
fading and discolouring) - purchased from
one of the first teddy bear dealers Pam Hebbs
£60-£80 (plus 21% BP^)

Thinking of Selling?
SAS offer you a Fixed
Rate Commission that
includes Insurance,
Storage, Photography
and Lotting Fees
For a Free Valuation
Call 01635 580 595
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80. An unusual tumbling teddy bear,
probably German, with blonde mohair, orange
and black glass eyes, black stitched nose and
remains of claws, swivel head, odd shaped
body, bent legs, mechanism activated by
turning arm backwards, causing him to tumble
and rock his head, 1910-20s - 11¼in. (28.5cm.)
high (shoulder and one hand recovered
with kid, other repairs and general wear)
£80-£120 (plus 21% BP^)

77. Bourneville and Cadbury, two teddy
bears: Bourneville, an early brown mohair
Chad Valley teddy bear with orange and black
glass eyes, black stitched nose, mouth and
claws, swivel head, jointed limbs and slight
hump - 15¼in. (39cm.) high (one ear split to
make two, pads recovered, general wear and
thinning); and Cadbury, a small German teddy
bear with blonde mohair, black boot button
eyes, black stitched nose, mouth and claws,
swivel head and jointed limbs - 9in. (23cm.)
high (replaced ears, pads damaged and
general wear) £200-£300 (plus 21% BP^)
78. Sylvania, a small post-war Chiltern
Hugmee teddy bear, with blonde mohair,
orange and black glass eyes, black stitched
nose, mouth and claws, swivel head, jointed
limbs with velvet pads and inoperative
squeaker - 12in. (30.5cm.) high (slight wear)
£50-£80 (plus 21% BP^)
79. Edwin, an unusual small
Merrythought teddy bear, 1930s, with
golden mohair, dark orange and black glass
eyes, black stitched nose, mouth and claws,
swivel head, jointed limbs with velvet pads,
inoperative squeaker, celluloid covered button
on top of back and woven yellow and black
label - 10½in. (26.5cm.) high (fairly worn, bald
spots, label dirty); and a Macfarlane Lang & Co
3 Bears Cottage biscuit tin (faded and wear)
£80-£100 (plus 21% BP^)

82. A British teddy bear 1930s, probably
Farnell with light golden mohair, orange
and black glass eyes, pronounced muzzle,
black stitched nose, mouth and claws, swivel
head, jointed limbs with large feet, hump and
inoperative growler - 19in. (48.5cm.) high (ears
replaced, repaired tears to top front, pads
and some black stitching replaced, wear and
balding) £60-£80 (plus 21% BP^)

83. A Liberty’s of London Omersa leather
bear foot stool, made from British cowhide
leather - 21½in. (54.5cm.) long (some scuffing)
£100-£150 (plus 21% BP^)

BP^ - Buyer’s Premium of 21% inclusive of VAT @ 20%. Lots marked ‘ARR’ wil be subject to an additional fee - please see table on page 47

84. Jasper, a Merrythought 1930s teddy
bear, with light golden mohair, orange and
black glass eyes, black stitched nose, mouth
and remains of claws, swivel head, jointed
limbs with cloth pads, inoperative growler,
woven yellow and black label and knitted
cardigan - 19in. (48cm.) high (bald body, bald
spots and general wear) £40-£60 (plus 21% BP^)

85. Wilhelm and Jahn, two Continental
teddy bears, a white mohair teddy bear with
velvet pads; and a Hermann type teddy bear,
wearing matching cream wool outfits with red
wool blanket stitch trim - 18½in. (47cm.) high
(both worn, first with large patch to top of
body and button eyes) - purchased from a flea
market in Amsterdam £60-£80 (plus 21% BP^)
86. Oscar, a French teddy bear 1950s,
with brown wool plush, clear and black glass
eyes, plastic nose, black stitched mouth, swivel
head and jointed limbs with velvet pads - 16in.
(40.5cm.) high (two patched holes to body,
general wear) £50-£80 (plus 21% BP^)
87. Hockney, a Continental 1950s teddy
bear, with golden artificial silk plush, orange
and black plastic eyes, swivel head, jointed
limbs with brown cloth pads, pink velvet
beret and matching smock - 15¼in. (39cm.)
high; and three British post-war teddy bears
£60-£80 (plus 21% BP^)

Various Properties

92. An unusual and rare German teddy
bear circa 1910, with red mohair head and
arms, black boot button eyes, black stitched
shield shaped nose with a stitch up each side
and mouth, exaggerated muzzled swivel head,
pin jointed arms, the very odd conical body
made of canvas with a card lined base, traces
of glue and green, finished up front seam and
with no voice mechanism - 9½in. (24cm.) high
(one arm professionally replaced, some general
wear) - this bear is a mystery, he has the look
of Strunz or similar early manufacturer, but
his purpose is unknown. Normally this shape
of bear has a squeak or tilt growl voice box,
but this does not. It would appear that he
had felt or even paper clothes glued to him.
£300-£500 (plus 21% BP^)

88. A 1930s British wool plush polar
bear on all fours, with brown and black glass
eyes - 10in. (25cm.) long; a brown mohair
Knickerbocker unjointed bear; a small post-war
Chad Valley bear; three Sooty bear glove
puppets and other items £60-£80 (plus 21% BP^)

93. A rare Omega walking teddy bear
1920s, with golden mohair, clear and black
glass eyes with brown painted backs, black
stitched nose with typical nostril, mouth and
claws, swivel head, jointed arms with felt pads
and hinged and weighted legs with knees and
felt pads with a leather toe and inoperative
growler - 18in. (46cm.) high (slight wear
and some repairs to pads) - when you hold
the bear and walk him along, his weighted
feet cause him to have a walking motion.
£600-£800 (plus 21% BP^)

94. A French deep red velvet teddy
bear 1930s, possibly Cie Murcy, with clear
and black glass eyes with remains of brown
painted backs, black heart shaped cloth nose,
red stitched mouth and claws, swivel head
and jointed limbs with cloth pads - 13in.
(33cm.) high (some wear and bald spots)
£150-£200 (plus 21% BP^)

89. Three Dutch Robijtje laundry bears,
a Nonsuch Mortimer Bear and two other 80s
bears £40-£60 (plus 21% BP^)
90. A French teddy bear 1950s, with
beige synthetic/wool mixed plush, orange and
black glass eyes, red stitched nose and mouth,
swivel head, jointed limbs with red artificial silk
plush pads and inoperative growler - 21½in.
(54.5cm.) high (bald spots to legs and matted);
and another bear £30-£40 (plus 21% BP^)
91. A post-war Steiff zebra, with brown
and black glass eyes - 9¾in. (25cm.) long (slight
wear); a post-war duck; and five recent yellow
tagged Steiff animals and a Steiff canvas bag
£40-£60 (plus 21% BP^)
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95. An early American teddy bear,
possibly Ideal, circa 1908, with dark blonde
mohair, black boot button eyes, pronounced
muzzle, black stitched nose, mouth and five
claws, triangular shaped swivel head, jointed
elongated limbs with felt pads, hump and
indistinctly signed on left foot - 16½in. (42cm.)
high (some general wear), a few bald spots
to top of head, right foot pad replaced and
hand pads patched) - this bear was made at
the height of the bears’ popularity in America,
when they were often used as a political
mascots and given away at rallies and dinners,
sadly his unreadable signature could tell a
fascinating story! £400-£600 (plus 21% BP^)
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99. A Dean’s Rag Book Co. printed cloth
pug, circa 1918, of beige cotton, clear and
black glass eyes with brown painted backs,
wire armature, cork stuffing and company
logo printed on underside - 11¾in. (30cm.)
long (faded, some staining and the odd patch)
£60-£80 (plus 21% BP^)
100. A Chiltern standing grumpy monkey
1930s, with blonde mohair, clear and black
glass eyes with brown painted backs, felt
face, ears, hands and feet, protruding bottom
lip, v stitched nose and wire armature 12½in. (32cm.) high (general wears, a few
holes to felt) and another jointed monkey
with ginger mohair and open felt mouth
£40-£60 (plus 21% BP^)
96. A rare Mutzli (Switzerland) shop
window display of a teddy bear family,
1950s, with beige mohair, mummy and
daddy bear with brown and black glass eyes,
black stitched nose, mouth and claws, swivel
head, jointed limbs with felt pads, red and
white metal rimmed chest tags, inoperative
squeakers, wearing matching pink outfits,
collars and flower headdress - 8¼in. (21cm.)
high, the similar baby seated with black glass
eyes, no pads or tag, with flower headdress,
mounted on a gold painted circular wood
stand £300-£500 (plus 21% BP^)

101. Dean’s Childsplay Koala, 1960s, with
light brown mohair, orange plastic eyes,
black compound nose, beige mohair front
and ear lining, felt eucalyptus leaf and label
- 11in. (28cm.) high (slight wear and fading)
£50-£80 (plus 21% BP^)
102. A 1950s Farnell teddy bear, with
golden mohair, orange and black glass eyes,
black stitched nose and mouth, swivel head,
jointed limbs with painted cloth pads - 12in.
(30.5cm.) high (very slight wear); and a Chiltern
cat (replaced ears) £60-£80 (plus 21% BP^)

106. A small Steiff teddy bear, circa 1910,
with blonde mohair, black boot button eyes,
pronounced clipped muzzle, black stitched
nose, mouth and claws, swivel head, jointed
elongated limbs with felt pads, hump and
inoperative side squeaker - 10¼in. (26cm.) high
(some slight thinning, darn to right hand pad
and hole to left pad) £400-£600 (plus 21% BP^)

103. An Omega teddy bear 1930s, with
golden mohair, orange and black glass eyes,
black stitched nose and mouth, swivel head,
jointed limbs with felt pads and inoperative
squeaker - 16in. (40.5cm.) high (some bald
spots, general wear and pads damaged); and
a Merrythought pink, yellow and blue artificial
silk ball with label £60-£80 (plus 21% BP^)
104. A Tomi vinyl circus bear 1950s, black
and white with red hat and balancing on
multi-coloured ball - 7¼in. (18.5cm.) high; a
British post-war drumming bear; and a Steiff
Mopsy £50-£80 (plus 21% BP^)
97. A rare Farnell seated fox 1920s, with
golden mohair, orange and black glass eyes,
pronounced clipped muzzle, black stitched
nose and mouth, swivel head, white mohair
chin, chest and tip of bushy tail - 11in. (28cm.)
high (slight wear) £200-£300 (plus 21% BP^)

107. A small Steiff teddy bear, circa 1910,
with dark golden mohair, black boot button
eyes, pronounced clipped muzzle, remains of
black stitched nose and claws, swivel head,
jointed elongated limbs, replace felt pads
and hump - 9¼in. (23.5cm.) high (balding and
general wear) £250-£350 (plus 21% BP^)

98. A Farnell Felix the Cat 1920s, with
black mohair, black boot button eyes with
linen discs behind, white mohair muzzle,
black flat boot button nose, black mouth with
white stitched teeth, whiskers, swivel head,
wired armature in ‘Felix Keep on Walking’
pose - 11½in. (29cm.) high (slight wear, wire
protruding at tip of tail, hip and one foot)
£80-£120 (plus 21% BP^)

105. A Steiff miniature Teddy Baby,
with brown mohair, clear and black glass
eyes with remains of brown backs, inset
beige velvet muzzle and feet, black stitched
nose and mouth, swivel head, jointed limbs
and inked feet claws - 3½in. (9cm.) high
£100-£150 (plus 21% BP^)
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108. A small Steiff teddy bear, circa 1910,
with blonde mohair, black boot button eyes,
pronounced clipped muzzle, remains of back
stitched nose and mouth, claws, swivel head
jointed elongated limbs with padless arms and
recovered feet pad and hump - 8in. (20.5cm.)
high (bald areas, muzzle discoloured and
general wear) £200-£300 (plus 21% BP^)

BP^ - Buyer’s Premium of 21% inclusive of VAT @ 20%. Lots marked ‘ARR’ wil be subject to an additional fee - please see table on page 47

114. A 1930s Chiltern-type teddy bear,
with golden mohair, orange and black glass
eyes, pronounced clipped muzzle, black
stitched nose, mouth and claws, swivel head,
jointed limb with remains of cloth pads and
rounded hump - 28in. (71cm.) high (some
wear, small hole in muzzle and pads damaged)
£60-£80 (plus 21% BP^)

109. Three Lines Bros. Pedigree Airedale
Terriers on wheels 1950s, two blonde and
one light brown plush, red tubular frame,
black rubber tyres and two with labels - 24in.
(61cm.) height of largest (one very worn)
£70-£100 (plus 21% BP^)

115. A post-war Chad Valley teddy bear,
with golden mohair/mix plush, orange and
black plastic eyes, black stitched nose and
mouth, swivel head, jointed limbs with
painted brown cloth pads and inoperative
growler - 28½in. (72.5cm.) high (two patches
to inner thigh, thinning and general wear)
£40-£60 (plus 21% BP^)

110. A 1930s Merrythought teddy bear, with
light golden mohair, orange and black glass eyes,
pronounced clipped muzzle, black stitched nose,
mouth and claws, swivel head, jointed limbs and
beige jacket - 24in. (61cm.) high (pads recovered,
some wear) £60-£80 (plus 21% BP^)

116. Four large artificial silk plush teddy
bears, all jointed, a blue bear - 28in. (71cm.)
high, a panda and a golden bear; and a modern
bear in the antique style £40-£60 (plus 21% BP^)
117. Two large post-war British teddy
bears, with golden mohair, orange and
black glass eyes, black stitched nose and
mouth, swivel heads, jointed limbs with
brown painted cloth pads and inoperative
growlers - 36in. (92cm.) high (one head loose,
one with balding bottom and general wear)
£60-£80 (plus 21% BP^)

113. A post-war British teddy bear, possibly
Lefray with golden mohair, large orange and
black glass eyes, black stitched nose and
mouth, swivel head, jointed limbs with painted
cloth pads and inoperative growler - 26in.
(66cm.) high (slight wear and damage to pads)
£40-£60 (plus 21% BP^)
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123. Three worn British 1930s teddy
bears: a Chiltern type 1930s teddy bear 20½in. (52cm.) high; another similar larger;
and another (damaged muzzle), in a basket
£60-£80 (plus 21% BP^)
124. Three German 1930s teddy bears: one
with blonde mohair, replaced orange and black
glass eyes, re-stitched black nose and mouth,
slotted in ears, swivel head and jointed limbs 26½in. (67cm.) high; and two others (wear and
damage); in a basket £60-£80 (plus 21% BP^)
125. Five post-war British teddy bears: an
Irish musical bear, probably Tara, with unusual
white mohair, orange and black glass eyes,
brown stitched nose and mouth, swivel head,
jointed limbs with cloth pads and keywind
musical mechanism - 18½in. (47cm.) high
(some wear); and four others (worn and one leg
missing) £60-£80 (plus 21% BP^)

111. A large German 1930s teddy bear,
with golden mohair, clear and black glass eyes
with remains of brown painted backs, black
stitched nose, mouth and claws, swivel head,
jointed limbs, slight hump and growler - 30½in.
(77.5cm.) high (some bald spots and general
wear, pads damaged) £80-£120 (plus 21% BP^)
112. A French teddy bear 1920s, with short
bristle golden mohair, clear and black glass eyes,
pronounced muzzle, black stitched nose, mouth
and claws, unjointed head and jointed arms with
cloth pads - 26in. (66cm.) high (plush sparse)
£70-£100 (plus 21% BP^)

122. Two post-war Chad Valley teddy
bears: one with golden mohair, orange
and black glass eyes, black stitched nose
and mouth, swivel head, jointed limbs with
remains of brown painted cloth pads and
growler - 29in. (73.5cm.) high (very worn);
and another similar (replaced ear linings)
£60-£80 (plus 21% BP^)

126. Four Continental teddy bears: three
fully jointed, two probably French, one of
which has artificial silk plush, a larger bear with
open cloth mouth; and a small bear with fixed
neck (generally worn and two missing an eye)
£70-£100 (plus 21% BP^)
118. A large German 1930s teddy bear,
with short bristle golden mohair, clear and
black glass eyes with brown painted backs,
black stitched nose, mouth and claws, replaced
slotted-in ears, swivel head, jointed arms and
slight hump - 32½in. (82.5cm.) high (pads
recovered, worn and large hole to top of chest)
£40-£60 (plus 21% BP^)

127. Four German teddy bears: a brown
mohair bear on all fours, possibly Cramer 11½in. (32cm.) long (very worn); and three
1930s golden mohair bears (one with replaced
ears) £70-£100 (plus 21% BP^)

119. Four German 1920-30s teddy bears,
all jointed, the largest - 26in. (66cm.) high (very
worn, one missing eyes) £80-£120 (plus 21% BP^)
120. Four British teddy bears: a Chiltern
type 1930s teddy bear with dark golden
mohair, clear and black glass eyes with remains
of brown painted backs, black stitched nose,
mouth and remains of claws, swivel head
and jointed limbs - 15¼in. (39cm.) high
(very worn); and three others, two post war
£60-£80 (plus 21% BP^)
121. 1940s Merrythought teddy bears,
with golden mohair, orange and black glass
eyes, black stitched nose, mouth and claws,
swivel head, jointed limbs with felt pads and
printed cloth label - 20in. (51cm.) high (some
wear to muzzle, thinning and wear); and worn
Chiltern type teddy bear (replaced stitching
and pads) £50-£80 (plus 21% BP^)

128. Various soft toys: an unusual bright
pink mohair British dog with clear and pink
glass eyes, white mohair muzzle and forehead
and black stitched nose and mouth - 8¼in.
(21cm.) long; a Dean’s rabbit in velvet clothes;
a similar German cloth rabbit with Made in
Germany paper label; two dogs and a duck
(some wear, one dog very worn, second rabbit
missing eyes) £70-£100 (plus 21% BP^)
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138. A rare British Manufacturing
Company Omega Coaster Monkey, 1920s,
with brown mohair, clear and black glass eyes
with remains of brown painted backs, felt
face, ears, hands and feet, swivel head, jointed
limbs and metal framed trolley with wooden
wheels - 11in. (28cm.) long (a few bald spots,
some general wear and missing squeaker)
£200-£300 (plus 21% BP^)

132. A large Steiff Froggy Frog 1960s,
with green and beige airbrushed mohair,
brown and black glass eyes and script button
with yellow cloth tag - 11¾in. (30cm.) long
£40-£60 (plus 21% BP^)

129. A large unusual French giraffe on
wheels, with gold and brown artificial silk plus,
black plastic eyes, open felt mouth and ear
linings, red plastic bridle, on metal frame with
blue pierced metal wheels and black rubber
tyres, 1950s - 51in. (130cm.) high (some wear,
dirty, repair to neck and metal chassis rusty)
£200-£300 (plus 21% BP^)

139. An Alpha Farnell Babar and Celeste
elephants 1930s, with grey mohair, red velvet
mouths, white felt tusks, swivel heads, jointed
limbs, cloth bodies and redressed - 16½in.
(42cm.) largest (wear, damage and redressed);
and two Babar books £80-£120 (plus 21% BP^)

133. Steiff 1950s polar animals: a Peggy
Penguin - 13in. (33cm.) high, a smaller
example, a Dralon Cosy Robby Seal, a Floppy
Robby Seal and a mohair Robby Seal, all with
card tags, the three larger with script buttons
and yellow cloth tags (some need a light clean)
£100-£150 (plus 21% BP^)
134. Steiff reclining Big Cats 1950s, a
Tiger Cub with script button and yellow cloth
tag- 19½in. (49.5cm.) wide and a smaller
Leo Lion with chest tag (faded and dusty)
£40-£60 (plus 21% BP^)

130. A Steiff elephant on wheels,
1920s, with grey mohair, black boot button
eyes with red felt behind, white felt tusks,
embroidered red felt saddle cloth, pull cord
voice mechanism, original pull robe, green
stained wooden wheels and FF button with
remains of white tag - 15¼in. (39cm.) long
(bald spot to left ear and slight general wear)
- this elephant was lot 57 in Christie’s teddy
bear auction December 2000 and comes with
the catalogue and copy of the Christie’s invoice
£400-£600 (plus 21% BP^)

135. A Steiff Jocko monkey 1950s, with
brown mohair, brown and black glass eyes, felt
face, ears, hands and feet, white mohair chin,
swivel head, jointed limbs, script button, yellow
cloth and chest tag 16n. (41cm.) high; and a
Mungo Monkey with button and yellow cloth
tag £50-£80 (plus 21% BP^)

140. Two large post-war Steiff animals:
a mohair Okapi - 15¾in. (40cm.) high; and
a Linda kangaroo with velvet Joey - 18¾in.
(48cm.) high; and two modern Steiff animals
£100-£150 (plus 21% BP^)

136. Three Steiff Wittie owls 1950s, the
largest - 9in. (23cm.) high (missing beak)
and two smaller with felt beaks, the two
largest with chest tags and all with script
button and yellow cloth tags (a little dusty)
£60-£80 (plus 21% BP^)
137. Steiff woodland animals, 1950-60s:
a Dralon Curled Up Fox - 14in. (35.5cm.) wide,
a Mecki, a Nagy beaver and Joggi hedgehog,
three with chest tags, three with script buttons
and yellow cloth tags (Nagy small hole to foot);
and a poorly Slo £80-£120 (plus 21% BP^)
141. A pre-war Steiff Siamese cat, with
beige mohair, brown mohair muzzle, ears, front
legs, back feet and tail, blue and black glass
eyes, pink stitched nose and mouth, swivel
head, inoperative squeaker and FF button - 7in.
(18cm.) high (some wear and thinning); and a
Steiff Molly dog (worn) £100-£150 (plus 21% BP^)

131. A large Steiff Jocko monkey 1950s,
with brown mohair, brown and black glass
eyes, felt face, ears, hands and feet, white
mohair chin, swivel head, jointed limbs, script
button, yellow cloth and reproduction chest tag
- 22½in. (57cm.) high; and a smaller example
with original chest tag £80-£120 (plus 21% BP^)
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142. A beige mohair teddy bear, possibly
French, with clear and black glass eyes with
brown backs, pronounced inset muzzle,
black stitched nose, mouth and claws, large
ears, swivel head, jointed limbs with plush
pads, hump and growler, 1930s - 16¼in.
(41.5cm.) high (general wear and thinning)
£50-£80 (plus 21% BP^)

145. A Chiltern type teddy bear 1930s, with
golden mohair, clear and black glass eyes with
brown painted backs, pronounced muzzle,
black stitched nose, mouth and claws, swivel
head, jointed limbs with cloth pads, slight
rounded hump and growler - 20½in. (52cm.)
high (a few small bald spots, general wear and
thinning) - This bear is known as Chester and
was purchased from Christie’s 1993 teddy bear
auction, lot 75 and is sold with a copy of the
catalogue £100-£150 (plus 21% BP^)

148. A Merrythought Cheeky teddy bear
1960s, with golden mohair, orange and black
plastic eyes, golden velvet muzzle, black
stitched nose, mouth and claws, ears with bells,
swivel head, jointed limbs with brown pads
and printed yellow label - 18½in. (47cm.) high
£80-£120 (plus 21% BP^)

149. A Merrythought Enid Blyton’s Noddy,
velvet face with blue painted yes, cloth body,
red velvet top, blue felt shorts and hat and red
felt shoes with label - 10½in. (26.5cm.) high;
a Chiltern bear on trike; and a jointed British
teddy bear (slight wear) £80-£100 (plus 21% BP^)

143. A 1940s Merrythought artsilk teddy
bear, with golden plush, orange and black
glass eyes, pronounced clipped muzzle, black
stitched nose, mouth, feet claws and webbed
hand claws, swivel head, jointed limbs with felt
pads, inoperative squeaker and printed upside
down label on foot - 13in. (33cm.) high (slight
wear, discoloured and slight patching to right
pad) £100-£150 (plus 21% BP^)

146. A Chiltern Hugmee teddy bear 1950s,
with blonde mohair, orange and black plastic
eyes, black stitched nose, mouth and claws,
swivel head, jointed limbs with velvet pads
and inoperative squeaker - 24in.(61cm.) high
(thinning to legs and slight general wear)
£70-£100 (plus 21% BP^)
147. A Merrythought Cheeky teddy bear
1960s, with golden mohair, orange and
black plastic eyes, golden velvet muzzle,
black stitched nose, mouth and claws, ears
with bells, swivel head, jointed limbs with
brown pads, printed yellow label and original
ribbon - 18½in. (47cm.) high (slight wear)
£80-£120 (plus 21% BP^)

144. A Chiltern type teddy bear 1930s,
with golden mohair, orange and black glass
eyes, pronounced muzzle, black stitched nose,
mouth and claws, swivel head, jointed limbs
with brushed cotton pads, slight rounded
hump and squeaker - 21¼in. (54cm.) high
(general thinning and a little dusty) - This bear
is known as Fraser £100-£150 (plus 21% BP^)
www.specialauctionservices.com
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150. An unusual Chad Valley bear on
wheels 1930s, with dark brown mohair, clear
and black glass eyes with remains of brown
painted backs, black stitched nose and mouth,
leather strap pull growler, felt pads, leather
collar with bell, red and white woven label
on inside back leg, heavy steel frame and red
painted wheels - 26in. (66cm.) long (slight
wear) £200-£300 (plus 21% BP^)
151. A Chad Valley teddy bear 1940s, with
golden mohair, orange and black glass eyes,
black stitched nose, mouth and claws, swivel
head, joints limbs with cloth pads and printed
foot label - 13in. (33cm.) high (general wear,
hand pads missing and repair to foot pad);
two worn British teddy bears and two dogs
£100-£150 (plus 21% BP^)

151
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155. A 1930s Chiltern Hugmee teddy bear,
with blonde mohair, clear and black glass eyes
with remains of brown painted backs, pronounced
clipped muzzle, black stitched nose, mouth and
claws, swivel head, jointed limbs with velvet pads,
hump and growler - 21in. (53.5cm.) high (general
wear and thinning) £100-£150 (plus 21% BP^)
156. A Steiff centre-seam teddy bear, circa
1909, with blonde mohair, black boot button eye,
pronounced clipped muzzle, black stitched nose,
mouth and claws, swivel head, jointed elongated
limbs with felt pads, hump, inoperative growler and
FF button - 16in. (40.5cm.) high (slight thinning,
the odd bald spot and a little faded) £2,000-£3,000
(plus 21% BP^)

152. An early British teddy bear, 1920s,
with golden mohair, clear and black oily glass
eyes with remains of brown painted backs,
pronounced muzzle, black stitched nose,
mouth and claws, swivel head, jointed limbs
with cloth pads, hump and growler - 24½in.
(62cm.) high (damage to feet pads, general
wear and thinning); and a Flapper boudoir doll
£100-£150 (plus 21% BP^)

155

153. A 1930s Chiltern Hugmee musical
teddy bear, with golden mohair, one clear and
black glass eye with remains of brown painted
back, pronounced clipped muzzle, black
stitched nose, mouth and claws, swivel head,
jointed limbs with velvet pads, slight hump
and pressure-operated musical mechanism
- 19¼in. (49cm.) high (some slight wear and
matting) £200-£300 (plus 21% BP^)

156

154. A 1930s Chiltern Hugmee teddy
bear, with blonde mohair, orange and black
glass eyes, pronounced clipped muzzle,
black stitched nose, mouth and claws,
swivel head, jointed limbs with felt pads,
hump and inoperative squeaker - 18½in.
(47cm.) high (slight wear to tummy and
feet, feet pads splitting and some fading)
£150-£200 (plus 21% BP^)
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157. A Steiff 1920s teddy bear, with white
mohair, brown and black glass eyes, pronounced
muzzle, brown stitched nose, mouth and claws,
swivel head, jointed elongated limbs, hump,
inoperative squeaker, FF button and later sailor’s
top - 13in. (33cm.) high (bald spots, pads recovered
and general wear) £400-£600 (plus 21% BP^)

BP^ - Buyer’s Premium of 21% inclusive of VAT @ 20%. Lots marked ‘ARR’ wil be subject to an additional fee - please see table on page 47

158. An early Steiff teddy bear, circa 1906, with
golden mohair, black boot button eyes, pronounced
clipped muzzle, black stitched nose and remains of
claws, swivel head, elongated limbs, hump and soft
stuffing - 13in. (33cm.) high (piece of mohair missing
from left heel, pads recovered, some stuffing lost,
some general wear and thinning); this bear was sold
in Christie’s teddy bear auction in December 2000 and
comes with the catalogue and receipt, this bear also
comes with a copy of an original photograph showing
this bear seated in a sleigh £400-£600 (plus 21% BP^)
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161. A Schuco yes/no Tricky teddy bear
1950s, with beige mohair, clear and black
glass eyes with brown backs, muzzle with
black stitched nose and mouth, tail-operated
head mechanism, jointed limbs with black
stitched claws and felt pads and growler 16½in. (42cm.) high (slight general wear and
repairs to feet pads); with a pair of glasses
£200-£300 (plus 21% BP^)
159. A rare Schuco
Bellhop yes/no teddy
bear, 1920s, with golden
mohair head, hands,
feet and tail, black boot
button eyes, black
stitched nose, mouth
and claws, tail-operated
head mechanism, integral
red felt jacket and black
trousers, pill box hat
and cloth pads - 11½in.
(32cm.) high (some
excellent patching to felt
trousers and around body
under right arm joint)
£1,000-£1,500 (plus 21% BP^)
162. A small Schuco teddy bear 1930s,
with white mohair, rare jewelled eyes, brown
stitched nose and mouth, swivel head and
metal framed jointed body - 5in. (12.5cm.) high
£100-£150 (plus 21% BP^)
159

160. A Schuco Rolly teddy bear 1950s, with beige
mohair, clear and black glass eyes with remains of
brown painted backs, black stitched nose, mouth
and claws, swivel head, jointed limbs with felt pads,
keywind mechanism causing him to roll on metal
skaters with stick support and original yellow felt scarf
- 8½in. (21.5cm.) high (slight wear, mechanism needs
attention) £100-£150 (plus 21% BP^)
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163. A rare Schuco clockwork teddy bear
with ball, 1930s, with unusual cream burlap
head, black boot button eyes, black stitched
nose and mouth, integral blue and red felt
clothes and red and yellow plastic ball - 5in.
(12.5cm.) high (slight moth damage to felt)
£80-£120 (plus 21% BP^)
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164. A miniature Schuco teddy bear
1950s, with light golden mohair, black pin
eyes, black stitched nose and mouth and
metal framed jointed body - 2¾in. (7cm.)
high; another similar with synthetic plush; an
unjointed miniature Steiff; and an artist bear
£40-£60 (plus 21% BP^)

167. A Chiltern type teddy bear 1930s,
with blonde mohair, orange and black glass
eyes, muzzle with black stitched nose, mouth
and claws, swivel head, jointed limbs with cloth
pads, slight hump, inoperative growler and pair
of glasses - 15½in. (39.5cm.) high (general wear
and bald spots) £40-£60 (plus 21% BP^)

174. Four worn Chiltern post-war
bears: three with oil-cloth pads, largest
- 19in. (48cm.) high (generally very worn)
£60-£80 (plus 21% BP^)
175. Three British teddy bears: a post-war
bear similar to Chiltern with oil-cloth
pads - 13½in. (34cm.) high (slight wear);
a large bear possibly 1930s (worn); and
another post-war bear (some general wear)
£60-£80 (plus 21% BP^)
176. Four post-war British teddy bears: one
with golden mohair, orange and black glass
eyes, black stitched nose and mouth, swivel
head and jointed limbs with felt pads - 17in.
(43cm.) high; and three others (general wear)
£60-£80 (plus 21% BP^)

165. A German teddy bear 1910-20s,
with golden mohair, black boot button eyes,
re-stitched black nose and mouth, large swivel
head and jointed limbs with remains of felt
pads - 12in. (30.5cm.) high (some wear and
pads damaged) £80-£120 (plus 21% BP^)

168. Two similar 1930s British teddy bears,
with golden mohair, clear and black glass eyes,
black stitched noses and mouths, swivel head,
jointed limbs with cloth pads and rounded
hump - 11½in. (29cm.) high (one general wear
and bald spots, the other more worn, pad
recovered and missing some black stitching)
£80-£120 (plus 21% BP^)
169. Five post-war British teddy bears:
including a Chiltern Hugmee - 11½in. (29cm.)
high and a Pedigree bear (generally worn and
played with) £80-£100 (plus 21% BP^)
170. Two Chiltern type teddy bears, with
golden mohair, orange and black glass eyes,
swivel head and jointed limbs - 20in. (51cm.)
high (worn); smaller - 13½in. (34cm.) high
(thinning, balding head); and another bear
with velvet pads £60-£80 (plus 21% BP^)
171. A German teddy bear 1950s, with
golden mohair, replaced plastic eyes, black
stitched nose, mouth and claws, swivel head
and jointed limbs - 21in. (53.5cm.) high
(replaced ears and pads, general wear); and
another bear £50-£80 (plus 21% BP^)

166. A good quality 1930s teddy bear, with
golden mohair, one blue and black glass eyes,
pronounced muzzle with black stitched nose
and mouth, swivel head, elongated body and
jointed limbs with felt pads - 12½in. (32cm.)
high (slight wear and two small holes to pads)
£80-£120 (plus 21% BP^)

172. Two German teddy bears: both with
swivel heads and jointed limbs, a golden
mohair bear with orange and black glass
eyes - 15½in. (39.5cm.) high (thinning); and a
Hermann type with beige mohair (recovered
pads) £60-£80 (plus 21% BP^)

173. Two Hermann type teddy bears
1950s, both with swivel heads, orange
and black glass eyes, pronounced inset
mohair muzzle, black stitched nose, mouth
and claws and jointed limbs, one with
golden mohair - 14¾in. (37cm.) high; and
a beige mohair example (recovered pads)
£70-£100 (plus 21% BP^)
167
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177. Five post-war British teddy bears:
all jointed including a Chad Valley and
a Merrythought with label; and a Sooty
glove puppet (general wear, three worn)
£60-£80 (plus 21% BP^)

178. Two German 1930s teddy bears: one
with golden mohair, orange and black glass
eyes, swivel head and jointed limbs - 16in.
(40.5cm.) high (pads recovered and some
wear); and another similar with slotted-in ears
£70-£100 (plus 21% BP^)
179. Four artificial silk plush Continental
teddy bears, a poodle, a tinplate bucket,
a deck chair and other items (some worn)
£40-£60 (plus 21% BP^)
180. Two late Hermann teddy bears, with
plush pads - 12in. (30.5cm.) tallest; a modern
collector’s Hermann teddy bear; and a Steiff
club gift miniature bear £40-£60 (plus 21% BP^)

181. The childhood teddy bears and
soft toys of Ruth Aherne and her brother
Antony, 1946 and 1949, a British golden plush
teddy bear with orange and black plastic
eyes, swivel head and jointed limbs - 14½in.
(37cm.) high, a colour tinted photograph
of the siblings at Christmas with this bear, a
white rabbit?, with a photograph of Anthony
holding him (recovered in knitted skin), four
other animals in poorly condition and other
provenance for the siblings including Ruth’s
identity card and baby book and various cards
£60-£100 (plus 21% BP^)

BP^ - Buyer’s Premium of 21% inclusive of VAT @ 20%. Lots marked ‘ARR’ wil be subject to an additional fee - please see table on page 47

184. A fine Chad Valley moon eyed teddy
bear, 1930s, with blonde mohair, clear and
black glass eyes with orange back, pronounced
clipped muzzle, black stitched nose, mouth
and claws, swivel head, jointed limbs with cloth
pads, rounded hump, inoperative squeaker
and blue and white celluloid covered metal
button in ear - 25½in. (65cm.) high (slight
thinning and wear) - this bear is known as
Alexander £400-£600 (plus 21% BP^)

182. A 1930s teddy bear with provenance,
with golden mohair, remains of black stitched
nose and mouth, swivel head, jointed limbs
with felt pads, rounded hump, inoperative
growler, checked trousers and scarf and
knitted tank top - 22½in. (57cm.) high (missing
eyes, wear and missing some stuffing); with
a charming photograph of two boys being
served tea by the bear; the boy on the left
is Christopher Fiveash Packham who was
born in 1923 and lived in Thames Ditton
£100-£150 (plus 21% BP^)

183. A Helvetic musical teddy bear, late
1920s, with pale blue long mohair, clear
and black glass eyes with remains of brown
painted backs, replaced pink nose and mouth
stitching, swivel head, jointed limbs with
cloth pads and black stitched claws and
pressure operated musical mechanism - 12in.
(30.5cm.) high (thinning and balding, colour
faded and discoloured) - the childhood toy
of Naomi Nelson, who was given this bear
and a cat by her mother in 1927, in Norfolk,
Virginia, USA. The bear remained with her
until her death in 2005. This lot comes with a
letter of provenance from her husband and
copies of photographs of Naomi as an adult
£600-£800 (plus 21% BP^)

Now Consigning for our next
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01635 580 595

www.specialauctionservices.com

185. A large fine 1930s Farnell teddy
bear, with golden mohair, orange and black
glass eyes, pronounced clipped muzzle, black
stitched nose, mouth and claws coming slightly
on to felt pads, swivel head, jointed elongated
limbs, hump and inoperative squeaker - 26½in.
(67.5cm.) high (some slight thinning and
tiny nibbles to pads) - this bear is known as
Benjamin and was purchased from teddy bear
dealer Pam Hebbs £800-£1,200 (plus 21% BP^)

184

185

186. A 1930s Chiltern Hugmee teddy bear,
with blonde mohair, clear and black glass
eyes with remains of brown painted backs,
pronounced clipped muzzle, black stitched
nose, mouth and claws, swivel head, jointed
limbs with velvet pads, hump and inoperative
squeaker - 18½in. (47cm.) high (some thinning,
patch to pad near wrist) - this bear is known as
Victoria and was purchased from teddy bear
dealer Pam Hebbs £150-£200 (plus 21% BP^)

187. A post-war Farnell teddy bear with
golden mohair, replaced orange and black
glass eyes, pronounced muzzle, black stitched
nose, mouth and claws coming slightly onto
pads, swivel head, jointed limbs with brown
pads and slight hump - 19in. (48.5cm.) high
(nose stitching replaced, thinning to top of
head and slight general wear) - this bear is
known as Gregory £300-£400 (plus 21% BP^)
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188. A Chiltern type teddy bear 1930s,
with golden mohair, orange and black glass
eyes, pronounced muzzle, black stitched
nose, mouth and claws, swivel head, jointed
limbs with cloth pads, rounded hump and
inoperative squeaker - 20¾in. (53cm.) high
(some slight thinning) - this bear is known as
Archie £80-£120 (plus 21% BP^)

189. A British teddy bear 1940s, with
golden mohair, clear and black glass eyes
with remains of brown painted backs, muzzle
with black stitched nose, mouth and claws,
swivel head, jointed limbs with painted cloth
pads, slight hump and growler - 24in. (61cm.)
high (glue repair to side of head near ear,
slight general wear) - this bear known as Harry
£80-£120 (plus 21% BP^)

190. A large Farnell teddy bear, late
1930s/1940s, with golden mohair, clear and
black glass eyes, pronounced muzzle, black
stitched nose, mouth and claws coming slightly
onto pads, swivel head, jointed elongated
limbs with painted cloth pads, rounded hump
and inoperative squeaker - 26½in. (67.5cm.)
high (thinning face, some general wear and
some nose stitching replaced) - this bear is
known as Compton £600-£800 (plus 21% BP^)

191. An early British musical teddy bear
1920s, with blonde mohair, clear and black
glass eyes with remains of brown painted
backs, pronounced clipped muzzle, black
stitched nose, mouth and claws, swivel
head, jointed limbs with cloth pads, rounded
hump and pressure-operated musical
mechanism - 18½in. (47cm.) high (some
balding to body, hole in top of muzzle and
general wear) - this bear is known as Cheavley
£200-£300 (plus 21% BP^)

195. A Hermann type teddy bear, with
golden mohair, orange and black glass eyes,
inset short mohair muzzle, black stitched
nose, moth and claws, stuffed ears, swivel
head, jointed limbs and growler, 1950s, - 22in.
(56cm.) high (thinning, pads recovered and
some general wear) - this bear is known a
Martha £50-£80 (plus 21% BP^)

192. An interesting British teddy bear
1920s, with blonde mohair, clear and
black glass eyes with brown painted backs,
pronounced clipped muzzle, faded black
stitched nose, mouth, webbed hand claws
and feet claws, swivel head, jointed limbs
with cloth pads, one foot with stitched and
lighter impression where a large label once
was, rounded hump and inoperative growler 19½in. (49.5cm.) high (slight wear and damage
to right foot pad) - another version of this bear
with its label has the last word ‘Fleece’ legible
on the end of a longer name - this bear is
known as Dorothy £300-£400 (plus 21% BP^)

196. Two post-war Chiltern Hugmee teddy
bears, the smaller with blonde mohair, orange
and black glass eyes, black stitched nose and
mouth, swivel head, jointed limbs with painted
cloth pads and inoperative squeaker - 13¾in.
(35cm.) high (slight wear); and a large example
(more worn) - these bears are known as William
and Shakespeare £70-£100 (plus 21% BP^)

193. A British teddy bear 1920s, with
blonde mohair, replace orange and black
glass eyes, pronounced clipped muzzle, black
stitched nose, mouth and claws, swivel head,
jointed limbs with felt pads, rounded hump
and inoperative growler - 19¾in. (50cm.)
high (balding to face, general wear and
repairs to pads) - this bear is known as Rosie
£150-£200 (plus 21% BP^)
194. A British golden mohair teddy bear,
with orange and black glass eyes, pronounced
muzzle, black stitched nose and mouth,
swivel head, jointed limbs with felt pads and
inoperative growler - 23½in. (60cm.) high
(some thinning and bald spots) - this bear is
known as Roderick £60-£80 (plus 21% BP^)

191
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197. A 1930s Merrythought teddy bear,
with golden mohair, orange and black glass
eyes, pronounced muzzle, black stitched nose,
mouth, webbed hand claws and claws, swivel
head, jointed limbs with cloth pads, growler and
white and black woven label - 21in. (53.5cm.)
high (bald spots, thinning and general wear) this bear is known as Giles £60-£80 (plus 21% BP^)

BP^ - Buyer’s Premium of 21% inclusive of VAT @ 20%. Lots marked ‘ARR’ wil be subject to an additional fee - please see table on page 47

213. A Chiltern Hugmee teddy bear 1950s,
with blonde mohair, orange and glass eyes,
swivel head and jointed limbs with velvet pads
- 16½in. (42cm.) high (balding, moth attack);
and two modern bears £40-£60 (plus 21% BP^)
214. A Farnell Chloe Preston Binkie,
black and white velvet with one white, black
and green eye - 6¼in. (16cm.) long (wear);
and a grey wool plush teddy bear (worn)
£30-£40 (plus 21% BP^)

198. A British teddy bear 1930-40s, with
golden mohair, orange and black glass eyes,
pronounced muzzle, black stitched nose and
mouth, swivel head, jointed limbs with velvet
pads and inoperative squeaker - 20in. (51cm.)
high (general wear and thinning, some black
stitching replaced) - this bear is known as
Montgomery £50-£80 (plus 21% BP^)
199. A Chiltern Hugmee teddy bear 1950s,
with golden mohair, orange and black plastic
eyes, black stitched nose, mouth and claws,
swivel head, jointed limbs with velvet pads
and inoperative squeaker - 11¼in. (28.5cm.)
high (bald spot to front, slight wear), a 1930s
Merrythought donkey with label and six other
bears £60-£80 (plus 21% BP^)
200. Various teddy bears and dolls: a Chad
Valley Cubby nightdress case - 13in. (33cm.)
high (missing eyes), a post-war Chiltern dressed
in knitted Rupert outfit; a Japanese doll, a
Pedigree hard plastic walking doll and other
items £100-£150 (plus 21% BP^)

207. A Steiff post-war white mohair
miniature teddy bear, with black eyes, brown
stitched nose and mouth, swivel head, jointed
limbs and script button with yellow cloth
tag - 3½in. (9cm.) high (slight wear); a larger
post-war Steiff bear with button and a raccoon
£100-£150 (plus 21% BP^)
208. A Schuco miniature rabbit and Lady,
with mohair and metal framed jointed bodies
- 2½in. (6.5cm.) high (lad missing half an ear);
a Steiff post-war hedgehog and another bear
£40-£60 (plus 21% BP^)
209. A small British jointed monkey,
possibly Farnell with brown mohair, felt
face, ears, hands and feet, black pin eyes and
pin-jointed limbs, 1920s - 5¼in. (13.5cm.)
high (slight wear); a post-war Schuco
miniature monkey; and two pre-war Schuco
Pik-Piks (not working, one very worn)
£60-£80 (plus 21% BP^)

216. A post-war Chiltern Hugmee teddy
bear, with blonde mohair/mix plush, orange
and black plastic eyes, black plastic nose,
swivel head, jointed limbs with painted cloth
pads and squeaker - 17in. (43cm.) high (wear)
£30-£50 (plus 21% BP^)

201. Various teddy bears and dolls: a
Chiltern Hugmee artificial silk Panda - 12in.
(30.5cm.) high (balding to body); another
panda, two bears, three dogs and a highchair
£60-£100 (plus 21% BP^)
202. Two Steiff Zotty teddy bears: one with
unusual cinnamon frost mohair, brown and
black glass eyes, jointed, loose script button
with yellow cloth tag and remains of chest
tag - 10¼in. (26cm.) high (a little dusty); and a
smaller example with frost brown mohair and
glass eyes (slight wear) £40-£60 (plus 21% BP^)
203. Three Zotty teddy bears: Steiff - one
with unusual cinnamon frost mohair, brown
and black glass eyes and jointed - 10¼in.
(26cm.) high and a smaller example with
frost brown mohair and glass eyes (both with
slight wear and a Zotty by another maker
£40-£60 (plus 21% BP^)

215. A 1930s British teddy bear, with
blonde mohair, orange and black glass
eyes, pronounced clipped muzzle, black
stitched nose, mouth and claws, swivel head,
jointed limbs with cloth pads, slight hump
and inoperative squeaker - 11½in. (29cm.)
high (eyes probably replaced, slight general
wear); a post-war worn Chiltern teddy
bear and a fox, a suitcase and other items
£80-£120 (plus 21% BP^)

210. Two Hertwig bisque teddy
bears, painted yellow, pin-jointed limbs
and crochet dresses - 2in. (5cm.) largest
£150-£200 (plus 21% BP^)

217. A 1930s Chiltern-type teddy bear,
with golden mohair, pronounced muzzle,
black stitched nose, mouth and claws,
swivel head, jointed limbs with cloth pads
and inoperative growler - 21in. (53cm.) high
(missing eyes, balding to legs and general
wear) £50-£80 (plus 21% BP^)

211. A post-war Chiltern Hugmee teddy
bear, with blonde mohair, orange and black
glass eyes, black stitched nose, mouth and
claws, swivel head, jointed limbs with velvet
pads and inoperative squeaker - 11½in. (29cm.)
high (slight wear) £40-£60 (plus 21% BP^)

204. A post-war Chiltern musical mother
and baby teddy bear, with synthetic plush
- 9¼in. (23.5cm.) high (mechanism stuck);
and a Pedigree teddy bear with plastic nose
£60-£80 (plus 21% BP^)
205. A worn Chad Valley teddy bear
1930s, with golden mohair, swivel head and
jointed limbs - 17in. (43cm.) high (missing
eyes and pads recovered); and a British dog
£40-£60 (plus 21% BP^)
206. A Merrythought Cheeky teddy bear
hand puppet, with golden mohair, orange
and black plastic eyes and Harrods label - 9in.
(23cm.) high; a Steiff Floppy Zotty; and a
modern bear £30-£50 (plus 21% BP^)
www.specialauctionservices.com

212. An interesting early teddy bear,
with pink mohair, large black boot button
eyes, pronounced muzzle, black stitched
nose with cloth behind, swivel head, jointed
elongated limbs with felt pads and hump,
circa 1910 - 16½in. (42cm.) high (very worn,
moth attack); and a 1930s British teddy bear
£150-£200 (plus 21% BP^)

218. A Dean’s Rag Book Co. Brumus and
Ivy polar bears 1950s, Ivy of white mohair
with brown plastic eyes, black plastic nose
and label - 17½in. (44.5cm.) high; and a
wool plush Brumus (matted and slight wear)
£100-£150 (plus 21% BP^)
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The following four lots belonged to
Marjorie L Sigley (Sigi) a pioneering force
in children’s television drama, she also
published books about stage-struck teddy
bears Algie and Worthing, who her family
are currently keeping, this is the rest of her
bear collection.
219. A Chiltern Hugmee teddy bear 1950s,
with dark blonde mohair, orange and black
plastic eyes, swivel head, jointed limbs with
velvet pads and squeaker - 11in. (28cm.) high; a
similar Chad Valley bear and a Wendy Boston these bears are known as Derek, Ivan and Jason
£60-£80 (plus 21% BP^)

223. A 1950s Farnell teddy bear, with
golden mohair, orange and black glass eyes,
pronounced muzzle, re-stitched black nose,
mouth and claws, swivel head, jointed limbs,
slight hump and inoperative squeaker - 19in.
(48cm.) high (patched hole to muzzle and
tummy, bald areas, general wear and pads
replaced) £40-£60 (plus 21% BP^)

227. A 1930s British teddy bear, with
light golden mohair, replaced glass eyes,
pronounced muzzle, swivel head, jointed
limbs and hump - 20in. (51cm.) high (fairly
worn, replaced pads and black stitching)
£50-£80 (plus 21% BP^)

220. An unusual Omega teddy bear
1920s, with light brown mohair on black
backing cloth, clear and black oily eyes with
brown painted backs, pronounced muzzle,
black stitched nose, mouth and claws, swivel
head, jointed limbs with felt pads, hump and
inoperative growler - 14½in. (37cm.) high (large
patch to top of head, balding and general
wear) and a peg wooden doll in blue velvet
- this bear and doll are known as Buster and
Harriet £150-£200 (plus 21% BP^)

224. A 1920s British teddy bear, with
blonde mohair, clear and black glass eyes
with brown painted backs, pronounced
muzzle, re-stitched black nose and mouth,
swivel head, jointed limbs with black stitched
claws and squeaker - 23½in. (60cm.) high
(pads replaced, general thinning and wear)
£100-£150 (plus 21% BP^)

228. A 1930s British teddy bear, with
blonde mohair, clear and black glass eyes,
pronounced clipped muzzle, black stitched
nose and mouth, swivel head, jointed limbs
and squeaker - 22in. (56cm.) high (very slight
wear, pads and black stitching replaced)
£150-£200 (plus 21% BP^)
229. A 1930s British teddy bear, with light
golden mohair, replaced glass eyes, black
stitched nose, mouth and claws, swivel head,
jointed limbs and slight hump - 20in. (51cm.)
high (fraying to muzzle, pads recovered, bald
spots and general wear) £50-£80 (plus 21% BP^)

221. Four 1960s Steiff teddy bears, the
largest with beige mohair, brown and black
glass eyes, inset short mohair facemask and
muzzle, brown stitched nose and mouth,
swivel head, jointed limbs with cloth pads,
script button and Little Slugger Baseball vest
- 18½in. (47cm.) high (some wear); and three
smaller similar bears (one with damaged head)
- these bears are known as Freddie, Charlie,
Harriet and Arnie £150-£200 (plus 21% BP^)
222. Four teddy bears: a Chad Valley Cubby
- 11½in. (29cm.) high (very worn); a Pedigree
teddy bear; another worn British bear and
Shanghai Toy Company bear - these bears
are known as Edward, George, Kevin and Lila
£50-£80 (plus 21% BP^)
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225. A British teddy bear, possibly Farnell
1930s, with golden mohair, replaced orange
and black glass eyes, pronounced muzzle,
replaced black stitching, swivel head and
jointed limbs - 21in. (53.5cm.) high (pads
recovered, restuffed, thinning and balding,
slight fray to muzzle) £80-£100 (plus 21% BP^)
226. A British teddy bear, possibly
Deans 1930s, with golden mohair, replaced
orange and black glass eyes, replaced black
stitching, swivel head, jointed limbs with
velvet pads and inoperative squeaker - 21in.
(53.5cm.) high (general wear and thinning)
£60-£80 (plus 21% BP^)

230. A German teddy bear 1930s, with
golden mohair, replace orange and black
glass eyes, pronounced clipped muzzle, black
stitched nose, mouth and claws, swivel head,
jointed limbs with felt pads and inoperative
growler - 22in. (56cm.) high (very slight wear
and wear to pads) £100-£120 (plus 21% BP^)

BP^ - Buyer’s Premium of 21% inclusive of VAT @ 20%. Lots marked ‘ARR’ wil be subject to an additional fee - please see table on page 47

235. Three pre-war British teddy bears: a
dark golden Chiltern type - 19in. (48cm.) high
(replaced pads and general wear); and two
others with blonde mohair (one with replaced
legs and back of head, both fairly worn)
£100-£150 (plus 21% BP^)
236. A French 1930s teddy bear, with
reddish brown mohair, clear and black glass
eyes, pronounced muzzle, black stitched
nose, mouth and claws, swivel head,
jointed limbs with plush pads, inoperative
growler and sailor suit - 23in. (58.5cm.) high
(missing one ear, general wear and thinning)
£70-£100 (plus 21% BP^)
231. A large Farnell teddy bear, late
1930s/1940s, with golden mohair, orange
and black glass eyes, replaced brown
stitching, swivel head, jointed limbs, hump
and inoperative squeaker - 27in. (69cm.) high
(replaced pads, some general thinning and
wear) £600-£800 (plus 21% BP^)

232. An early American teddy bear,
possibly Ideal, with golden mohair, black
boot button eyes, pronounced muzzle, black
stitched nose, mouth and claws, swivel head,
jointed limbs with card lined feet, slight hump,
inoperative squeaker and wearing cream brass
studded leather dog collar - 20in. (51cm.) high
(pads nice replaced, some general wear and
thinning) £400-£600 (plus 21% BP^)

237. An Omega musical teddy bear 1930s,
with remains of brown mohair, orange and
black glass eyes, muzzle with black stitched
nose and mouth, swivel head, jointed limbs
and pressure-operated musical mechanism
- 14½in. (37cm.) high (very worn and pads
recovered) £80-£100 (plus 21% BP^)

238. An early teddy bear, possibly American
1910-20s, with dark blonde mohair, black
boot button eyes, pronounced upturned
muzzle, black stitched nose, mouth and claws,
swivel head, jointed limbs and inoperative
squeaker - 9½in. (24cm.) high (pads
recovered, some general wear and thinning)
£80-£120 (plus 21% BP^)

233. A post-war Steiff teddy bear, with
beige mohair, brown and black glass eyes,
brown stitching, swivel head, jointed limbs
with felt pads and inoperative squeaker - 9in.
(23cm.) high (some thinning and wear, holes
in three pads); and a Hermann Zotty bear
£60-£80 (plus 21% BP^)

240. An early British teddy bear 1920s,
with white mohair, black boot button eyes,
brown stitched nose and mouth, swivel head,
pin-jointed limbs with cloth pads and slight
hump - 8in. (20.5cm.) high (small hole in
muzzle, some general wear and some seams
need attention) £80-£100 (plus 21% BP^)

241. An interesting early British teddy
bear, 1910-20, with blonde mohair, clear
and black glass eyes with remains of brown
painted backs, pronounced muzzle with tip
clipped, unusual narrow stitched nose and
v shaped mouth, ears set on top of the swivel
head, jointed elongated limbs with cloth
pads, hump on barrel shaped body, heavily
stuffed and inoperative growler - 24¼in.
(61.5cm.) high (thinning to feet, some general
wear and thinning, damage to feet pads)
£600-£800 (plus 21% BP^)

234. A British 1930s lilac mohair teddy
bear, with replace glass eyes, pronounced
muzzle, remains of black stitching, swivel head,
jointed limbs with cloth pads, rounded hump
and squeaker - 16¾in. (42.5cm.) high (balding
and fraying head, general wear, three pads
recovered) £60-£80 (plus 21% BP^)

235
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239. An early teddy bear, possibly British
1920s, with short golden mohair, black
glass eyes on spikes, black stitched nose
and mouth, swivel head, probably originally
pin-jointed limbs, now stitched on, cloth pads
and inoperative squeaker - 9¾in. (25cm.)
high (some general wear and thinning)
£80-£100 (plus 21% BP^)

242. An interesting early British teddy
bear, 1910-20, with blonde mohair, clear
and black glass eyes with remains of brown
painted backs, pronounced muzzle with tip
clipped, unusual narrow stitched nose and
v shaped mouth, ears set on top of the swivel
head, jointed elongated limbs with cloth pads,
hump on barrel shaped body, heavily stuffed
and inoperative growler - 20½in. (52cm.) high
(recovered pads, some bald spots, general
wear and thinning) £600-£800 (plus 21% BP^)
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245. A rare Schuco clockwork dancing
rabbit 1920s, with white mohair head and
ears, red metal eyes, pink velvet ear lining,
swivel head, jointed arms, integral green felt
jacket with white shirt, black felt trousers,
metal framed body with keywind mechanism
causing the rabbit to dance - 5¼in. (13cm.)
high (some wear and thinning to mohair,
faded and discoloured); and two wooden toys
£150-£200 (plus 21% BP^)

243. An early Steiff teddy bear, circa 1910,
with blonde mohair, black boot button eyes,
pronounced clipped muzzle, black stitched
nose, mouth and claws, swivel head, jointed
elongated limbs and large inoperative growler
- 13in. (33cm.) high (missing one ear, pads
replaced, some balding and general wear)
£300-£400 (plus 21% BP^)

249. An unusual velveteen French Bulldog,
seated cream and brown velvet with clear and
black glass eyes, black felt nose, swivel head
and inoperative squeaker - 6½in. (16.5cm.)
high (plush worn, one eye replaced and metal
armature protruding in a couple of places)
£80-£120 (plus 21% BP^)
246. Three soft toy seated dogs: a
German beige wool plush dog with clear and
black glass eyes with brown painted backs,
pronounced muzzle, black stitched nose,
mouth and claws, swivel head and inoperative
squeaker - 11in. (28cm.) high (metal protruding
at feet and rust stains); an interesting wool
plush terrier with leather nose; and a felt dog
with patches, possibly Italian, wooden bead
studded collar and tongue hanging out of
mouth at side £100-£150 (plus 21% BP^)

244. An early Steiff teddy bear, circa
1908, with short golden mohair, black boot
button eyes, pronounced muzzle, black
stitched nose, mouth and claws, swivel head,
jointed elongated limbs with felt pads, hump,
inoperative squeaker and small FF button
- 12in. (30.5cm.) high (balding to head and
arms, some wear and thinning, pads damaged)
£300-£400 (plus 21% BP^)
247. A German dressed standing rabbit,
with wool plush, glass eyes, red stitched
nose and mouth, fat tummy, felt clothes
and metal swing tag of lyre - 10½in. (27cm.)
high; and a grey wool jointed cat with white
wool muzzle, glass eyes and bell around neck
£100-£150 (plus 21% BP^)

245
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248. A Dean’s Rag Book Co. Dismal
Desmond, white printed velvet, seated with
makers details around neck - 5½in. (14cm.)
high (missing tongue and discoloured)
£60-£80 (plus 21% BP^)

250. An early German teddy bear circa
1910, with blonde mohair, black boot button
eyes, pronounced muzzle, black stitched
nose and mouth, swivel head, jointed limbs
and inoperative squeaker - 11in. (28cm.) high
(almost completely bald and pads recovered)
£80-£120 (plus 21% BP^)

251. A German teddy bear, probably
Cramer, with golden mohair, black boot
button eyes, pronounced muzzle, delicately
stitched brown nose and mouth, swivel head,
jointed limbs, rounded hump and inoperative
squeaker - 10½in. (27cm.) high (pads
recovered, bald spots on the side of head and
general wear) £100-£150 (plus 21% BP^)

252. A rare Moritz Pappe teddy bear cub,
1930s, with beige wool plush, clear and black
glass eyes with orange painted backs, red and
pink felt behind eyes, black stitched nose and
claws, red felt tongue, swivel head, jointed
body with down turned hands, velvet pads
and inoperative squeaker - 6¼in. (16cm.) high
(slight wear, dusty and missing red felt from
one eye) £200-£300 (plus 21% BP^)

BP^ - Buyer’s Premium of 21% inclusive of VAT @ 20%. Lots marked ‘ARR’ wil be subject to an additional fee - please see table on page 47

256. A fine Steiff centre seam teddy bear, circa 1910,
with blonde mohair, black boot button eyes, pronounced
clipped muzzle, black stitched nose, mouth and claws,
swivel head, jointed elongated limbs with felt pads,
hump and inoperative growler –- 18¾in. (47.5cm.) high
(slightly matted, right ear needs a stitch or two at one end,
small hole to right hand pad and a few tiny stains to left)
£3,000-£4,000 (plus 21% BP^)

253
253. A unique Steiff assembled Golden
Anniversary gift from Minni Steiff,
Immenstadt lake scene featuring fourteen
Steiff animals including two blue Nelly
snails, a Crabby lobster, a unlisted dark
brown Cocker spaniel, a Zicky kid, a Mecki
family, pom-pom or woolen two ladybirds,
dove, raven and two sparrows, all arranged
on a painted wooden beach scene with
jetty with cardboard signs ‘Immenstaad’
and ‘Zur Herzlichen Gluckwunsch
Goldenen Hockzeit – Minni Steiff’, 1957-63
- 19¾in. (50cm.) x - 14in. (35.5cm.)
base (some fading and some figures
loose) – this rare and charming scene
was constructed by Steiff’s exhibition
department as a gift for an employee
and given from Minni Steiff, Paul Steiff’s
widow and Margarete Steiff’s niece-in-law.
Immenstadt is a popular alpine resort in
Bavaria £600-£800 (plus 21% BP^)
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254. An early Steiff teddy bear,
circa 1906 with apricot mohair,
black boot button eyes, pronounced
clipped muzzle, black stitched
nose, mouth and claws, swivel
head, jointed limbs with felt pads,
hump, soft stuffing, inoperative
squeaker and blank button –- 14in.
(35.5cm.) high (slight thinning)
£1,500-£2,000 (plus 21% BP^)
255. A fine Strunz teddy bear,
circa 1910, with brown mohair,
black boot button eyes, pronounced
clipped muzzle, black stitched
nose, mouth and five claws, swivel
head, jointed elongated limbs with
felt pads, feet pads card lined, the
ankle with a slope to toe, hump,
heavily stuffed and inoperative
growler –- 22¾in. (58cm.) high
(slight nibbles and repairs to
pads, ear lining expertly replaced)
£3,000-£4,000 (plus 21% BP^)

254

256
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Traditional Toys

258. A German advertising automaton of a
chef, with composition head and hands, carton
body, white linen chef whites embroidered Joe
and holding a can of Lubby’s Tomato Juice,
the clockwork mechanism causing Joe to nod 17½in. (44.5cm.) high (mechanism inoperative,
whites discoloured and slight restoration)
£150-£200 (plus 21% BP^)

261. A 19th century linen mounted King
Richard Game, the central panel with King
Richard, then on each side Friar Tuck, Maid
Marian, Little John and Allen A. Dale, hand
coloured, folded in nine section, amusingly the
J of John and the N of Marian are printed the
wrong way around - 10¼in. (26cm.) x - 8½in.
(21.5cm.) £40-£60 (plus 21% BP^)
262. A set of Scraps representing the Kings
& Queens of England by S & C, thirty figures
mainly in pairs, in original paper packet (packet
taped, missing six figures); and a Present from
the Editor of ‘The Rainbow’, paper figures of
Tiger Tim and friends in a printed envelope,
1925 (envelope torn) £40-£60 (plus 21% BP^)

259. A German composition political
wrestling toy of William Gladstone and
Lord Salisbury, with wooden arms and legs,
painted in bright colours with detailed faces,
1880s - 8½in. (21.5cm.) high (damage on board
around one arm joint, Lord Salisbury with
chipped nose) £200-£300 (plus 21% BP^)
263. A rare clockwork duck automaton,
circa 1910, possibly French with papier-mâché
bill, orange and black glass eyes, carton body
with white wool plush belly, purple, green,
cream and brown patterned velvet upper,
metal and painted cloth webbed feet and fixed
key to the rear causing the duck to waddle and
quack - 13¼in. (34cm.) high (some wear, one
eye chipped) £400-£600 (plus 21% BP^)
257. A rare French automaton of an
Egyptian Sarcophagus 1920s, painted
papier-mâché, the body decorated with a
winged scarab beetle and other coloured
designs in bands, the grey painted face
with black moulded hair and white, brown
and black glass eyes, a keywind mechanism
to back with start-stop knob causing the
eyes to move from side to side in a spooky
fashion - 24¼in. (61.5cm.) high (slight wear)
£800-£1,200 (plus 21% BP^)

258
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264. A rare French push-a-long running
dachshund automaton, 1920s, flock covered
papier-mâché with brown, black and white
glass eyes, detailed moulding with ears flying
backwards, tail in and two large wheels
causing the four legs to walk when pushed
along - 16½in. (42cm.) long (one ear replaced
and some wear) - this dog is very similar in
manufacture to the barking French bulldogs
£400-£600 (plus 21% BP^)

260. A 19th century linen mounted game
The Journey or Cross Roads To Conqueror’s
Castle, printed by Dean & Son, Ludgate
Hill & R. Seymour, 17, Grove Rd, Walham,
S.W. November 1st 1861, hand-coloured,
twelve sections folded into a green oil-cloth
book with cover. Instruction and W.H. Cremer
Jnr. shop labels 22 3/- 8in. (57cm.) x - 17in.
(43cm.) (wear and missing parts of cover and
instruction labels) £200-£300 (plus 21% BP^)

264
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271. An unusual French toy ‘Journaux’
newspaper kiosk, cardboard and wood
with adverts for Bledine, Grand Cirque des
Ecoliers and Amieux, a quantity of French
language newspapers and a shop label for Au
Paradis Des Enfants - 18in. (46cm.) high (slight
damage) £100-£150 (plus 21% BP^)
272. A 19th century English pottery doll’s
dinner service, blue transfer decorated with
birds on a branch, including meat platters,
eleven meat plates, six soup, tureens and other
items (damages) £100-£150 (plus 21% BP^)

268. An unusual French skin covered
Bactrian camel on wheels, carved wood
covered in hide, clear and black glass eyes,
metal castors and triangular metal label
‘Marque Depose Article Francais No.57’
- 27¼in. (69.5cm.) high (some fur loss)
£200-£300 (plus 21% BP^)
265. A rare German clockwork nodding
Father Christmas automaton, with
composition head, hands and feet, hole in one
hand to hold tree, blue painted eyes, rabbit
skin beard replenished with cotton wool,
mica covered base, original red felt costume
and keywind mechanism causing him to
nod - 20in. (51cm.) high (damaged fingers)
£300-£400 (plus 21% BP^)

269. An unusual French pull-a-long
milking cow, kid covered carton with brown
and black glass eyes, carved horn horns, leather
collar with bell, head mechanism when pushed
to one side would have originally mooed and
milk would have come out of the udders, on
grained wooden platform with spoked metal
wheels - 21in. (54cm.) long (some slight wear)
£200-£300 (plus 21% BP^)

273. Two late 19th century French
papier-mâché Chinamen skittles, with turned
wooden bases, a Mandarin in red and green
and coolie in straw hat and blue tunic - 13in.
(33cm.) high (one cracked at ankles and one at
neck) £100-£150 (plus 21% BP^)

266. A German roaring lion, 1920s, kid
covered carton with green and black glass
eyes, brown sheepskin mane and tail tip, a
pull-cord below chin causing the lion to open
his mouth, reveal white glass teeth and roar 21½in. (54.5cm.) high (damaged ears and some
general wear, missing tooth and mane dusty)
£300-£400 (plus 21% BP^)

270. A French pull-a-long cow and her calf,
kid covered carton with orange and black glass
eyes, leather collar, carved wooden hooves,
head mechanism originally causing a moo, on
wooden platform with spoked metal wheels
- 14in. (35.5cm.) long (missing one horn and
some wear) £100-£150 (plus 21% BP^)

267. A German clockwork nodding lion
automaton, felt covered carton with green
and black glass eyes, sheepskin mane, keywind
mechanism causing him to nod and open
his mouth, revealing white glass teeth - 21in.
(53.5cm.) long (some moth damage, missing
tip of tail) £200-£300 (plus 21% BP^)

274. A German composition and felt
roly-poly clown 1920s, with painted blue
eyes, three points of hair, carton body covered
in red, green and blue felt with muslin trim
and ribbon - 12½in. (32cm.) high (crack
down the side of the head and felt faded)
£150-£200 (plus 21% BP^)

275. A set of German chromolithographic
caricatures skittles, late 19th century,
featuring a sailor kingpin, a boy with hoop,
an Austrian, a tourist with guide book,
an Irishman, a cobbler, a spiv, a Turk and
a French soldier, four smoking - 11½in.
(29cm.) high (some wear and discoloured)
£300-£400 (plus 21% BP^)
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283. A rare late 19th century French
Velocipede horse tricycle, with cast-iron
head, floral chain encasement and frame,
carved wooden body, glass eyes, painted
wooden wheel with metal treads, hand
peddled chain mechanism causing the back
wheels to turn - 32½in. (82.5cm.) long (horse
repainted brown) £300-£400 (plus 21% BP^)

281

278

284. A Stred Eastern European stuffed
hessian rocking horses, painted white with
black circles, carved wooden head and legs,
glass eyes, red wooden bow rocker and makers
label - 41in. (104cm.) long (hole to side and
missing tail); and a Chiltern Toys horse on
wheels £50-£80 (plus 21% BP^)
285. An Elastolin horse-drawn log cart, two
well modelled heavy horses with ornate collars
on wheeled platforms, one stamped Elastolin
- 8½in. (22cm.) long (cracking down centre and
one missing metal ears), a wooden log cart
with logs (missing shaft); and an Indian painted
wooden horse £80-£100 (plus 21% BP^)

279

282

286. An Elastolin Noah’s Ark No.18338,
painted wood with lift off roof, opening
door and paper label to underside - 29in.
(74cm.) long (missing wheels and no animals)
£80-£100 (plus 21% BP^)

280

283

276. Adult games: a Tartanware Prince
Charles card box, a treen and bone lotto wheel,
a spherical rattle, The Smoking Statesman, in
original box, Bussey’s Table Croquet and other
items £30-£50 (plus 21% BP^)
277. Eleven turned wooden bead sportsmen,
possibly Italian on circular bases, wired with
Foreign stamp including scuba diver, pole vaulter,
footballer, hiker, tennis player and fisherman
- 4¾in. (12cm.) high £60-£80 (plus 21% BP^)
278. A large carved and painted wooden
trestle rocking horse, with clear and black glass
eyes with brown painted backs, head turned
slightly to the right, carved throat muscles
and breast bone, repainted dappled grey with
leather saddle and tack, horsehair tail and mane
and grained trestle rocker on turned posts 60in. (153cm.) long x - 47in. (119.5cm.) high
£400-£600 (plus 21% BP^)
279. A rare small carved and painted wooden
trestle rocking horse No.2 for Selfridges, with
clear and black glass eyes, painted dappled grey
with original leather saddle and tack, brass studs
with red rosettes, horsehair tail and mane and
trestle rocker on turned posts and stencilled
2 SELFRIDGE - 32in. (81cm.) long x - 30in. (76cm.)
high (some wear) £300-£400 (plus 21% BP^)
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280. A Lines Bros carved and painted
wooden trestle rocking horse, with
clear and black glass eyes, repainted grey
horse with red leather saddle and tack,
horsehair tail and mane and trestle rocker
on turned posts with L L & Bros cast into
metal work and two illegible circular makers
discs - 44in. (112cm.) long (some wear)
£200-£300 (plus 21% BP^)
281. An F.H. Ayres carved and painted
wooden trestle rocking horse, with orange
and black glass eyes, painted dappled grey,
original leather saddle and tack, horsehair
tail and mane and trestle rocker on turned
post with gold F.H. Ayres transfer - 42¼in.
(107.5cm.) long £300-£400 (plus 21% BP^)
282. A J. Collinson carved and painted
wooden trestle rocking horse, with
brass stud eyes with typical backwards
flowing brush stroke eye lashes, painted
cream dappled, red velvet, leather, brown
oilcloth and red vinyl saddle, leather tack,
remains of horsehair mane and tail, trestle
rocker with straight posts - 44¾in. (114cm.)
long (paint lifting in three strips one side)
£200-£300 (plus 21% BP^)

287. A hand drawn and painted Nursery
Rhymes children’s book by I Friend
1927, twenty-four pages with a rhymes
and illustration including Little Tommy
Titlemouse, Multiplication is Vexation and
Tweedledum and Tweedledee - 15in. (38cm.)
wide (cover worn with circular stain to centre)
£50-£80 (plus 21% BP^)
288. An early children’s teaching book
1866, The New Picture Book being Pictorial
Lessons on Form, Comparison and Number,
by Nicholas Bohny, printed by Edmonston and
Douglas, Third Edition - 13½in. (34.5cm.) wide
(pages with pieces cut out, tears and cover
with surface tears) £40-£60 (plus 21% BP^)
289. A Dean & Son moving picture circa
1850, hand coloured print of a girl walking
her doll along, an interior scene behind and
verse below ‘What a very good nurse, to bring
Dolly so neat out, And teach her to put, With
such grace - both her feet out’, a piece of card
protruding from side of picture, moves her
along, framed and glazed - 11in. (28cm.) high
£80-£120 (plus 21% BP^)
290. A Dean & Son Philip Leslie and his
Robin with Surprise Pictures book, 1874; a
German Sprinkle Pictures set, with stencils and
sifts for carbon pictures, in original box; The
Construction Box for Aero and Hydroplanes of
all Types, in original cardboard box; a wooden
construction set with clockwork motor, in
original wooden box and twenty four J Wix &
Sons Henry cards £60-£80 (plus 21% BP^)

BP^ - Buyer’s Premium of 21% inclusive of VAT @ 20%. Lots marked ‘ARR’ wil be subject to an additional fee - please see table on page 47

301. A Roullet & Decamps clockwork
monkey automaton, with papier-mâché
moulded face, hands and feet, carton body
covered in fur, R & D moulded aluminium
fixed key, when wound causing the monkey
to jump along - 11½in. (29cm.) long (restored)
£400-£600 (plus 21% BP^)

291. Two unusual German composition
nodders, one of a boy with ginger hair in three
points, similar to Moritz of Max and Moritz,
seated on a cardboard log candy container
- 5½in. (14cm.) high (missing lid end) and
another of a wicked Christmas gnome painted
white with mica - 6¼in. (16cm.) high (rubbed
nose); a Cliftons Chocolate Pastilles tin featuring
a Golliwog, another tin and a Mayblox game
£150-£200 (plus 21% BP^)

296. Märklin tinplate spinning tops:
Sparking Fire-Top 9090 G and Dragon Fly Tops
9082 G/2, in original boxes; and a three fold
leaflet on Märklin Tops £80-£120 (plus 21% BP^)
297. Spinning Tops: New Spring Top,
painted and lithographed tinplate, in original
box; a selection of Märklin lithographed
tinplate spinning tops; and a Fascinator
Top, an Optical Mystery, in original box
£40-£60 (plus 21% BP^)

302. A Wade Heath part child’s Disney
tea set, comprising teapot, milk jug and two
cups and saucers featuring Mickey, Donald
and Pluto; and Britains lead Snow White and
the seven dwarves (one with a hole and some
wear) £40-£60 (plus 21% BP^)
303. A set of late 19th century W Schafer
picture blocks, printed in colour featuring
children playing and studying, in original book
type box with six guides - 8in. (20cm.) high; and
a late Pollock theatre £30-£50 (plus 21% BP^)
304. A papier-mâché Indian dancing
woman, balancing in four parts and painted
- 12½in. (32cm.) high (skirt broken and glued,
faded) £40-£60 (plus 21% BP^)
305. A carton and artsilk black cat squeak
toy, standing with head turned to the right,
yellow and black glass eyes, whiskers, tartan
ribbon and inoperative squeak mechanism
in body - 7½in. (19cm.) long (balding)
£30-£50 (plus 21% BP^)

292. A German composition Punch and
Judy set circa 1900, comprising Mr Punch 19in. (48.5cm) high (chipped nose), Judy, the
Baby (head broken in half), an unusual Toby the
dog (head broken and missing arm), the Devil, a
clown and man with a big nose with cloth bodies
and wooden hands and legs (damages); a piece
wall with window and opening door and a string
of cloth sausages £400-£600 (plus 21% BP^)

298. The Rainbow Cup a Beautiful
Scientific Toy, British Made, invented by
Professor C. V. Boys, instructions; John Piggott’s
Magic Box with dancing scraps; and Japanese
Water Photograph by RK, in original boxes
£100-£150 (plus 21% BP^)

306. A turned wooden egg inside
an egg, late 19th century, with transfer
chromolithographic decoration - 4¼in.
(11cm.) high (some loss of varnish); another
cardboard egg, a tiny carved bone skiing bear
and similar mice, a Suffolk Art Puzzle, Cut and
finished by Ex-Service Men, and other items
£60-£80 (plus 21% BP^)
307. Various toys: a child’s toy sewing
machine with gilt transfer - 7in. (18cm.) high;
three manivels, one tinplate; three Christmas
lanterns, two tinplate rattles and other items
£80-£120 (plus 21% BP^)

293. Two large display Pelham Puppet boy
and girl, with large heads, plastic eyes with
floating pupil, she with blonde synthetic hair
and floral dress and he will brown synthetic hair,
1970s - 23½in. (60cm.) high £60-£80 (plus 21% BP^)
294. A Tri-ang wooden No 2 Theatre, painted
silver and black with Art Deco proscenium arch,
electric footlights and spotlights with rotating
veri-coloured discs, curtain and orchestra pit
curtain - 20in. (51cm.) wide; Theatre Sets - Sinbad
the Sailor and Jack and the Beanstalk, in original
brown envelopes (G) £60-£80 (plus 21% BP^)

299. An unusual 1930s nursery rug
featuring toys, a stylised design featuring
a Bluebird record car, toy soldiers, a train on
track and high wing passenger aeroplane
- 59¼in. (150.5cm.) x 45in. (114cm.) (fading and
some damage) £60-£80 (plus 21% BP^)
300. A child’s Webb lawnmower, green
painted steel with red cutting wheel 22¾in. (58cm.) high; and a Tri-ang mangle
£40-£60 (plus 21% BP^)

295. A German lithographed tinplate
Christmas chimes, with printed nativity scene
with gold cherubs, candle driven, in original box
- 12¼in. (31cm.) high £60-£80 (plus 21% BP^)
www.specialauctionservices.com
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308. An amusing J.H. Animation shop
window automaton of American interest,
the moulded rubber head with smiling mouth,
plush hair and eye brows, wearing Uncle
Sam costume, red painted chipboard base
the underside numbered 3065, electrically
operated causing the head to turn and to raise
the top hat held in right arm - 32½in. (82.5cm.)
high £100-£150 (plus 21% BP^)
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Isabella Byne’s Family Dolls,
Christening Layette & Artifacts
from her Trousseau
The following seven lots belonged to
Isabella Byne 1745-1797
The Byne Ladies

Family history dictates that this group of dolls and textiles, lots 309 to 315, belonged to Isabella Byne, who was born in 1745 and died in 1797, aged 52.
She married Ralph Carr in 1758, aged just 13.
From research, it appears that Isabella had five children, including three girls: Isabella Carr, born in 1760, Annabella Carr, born in 1763 and Harriet Carr, born in
1771. Therefore it is most probable that the three dolls, dating from around 1760 and the 1780s, were purchased either for these girls or purchased and kept by
Isabella as mementos of the girls.
They have always passed down the female line, staying in the same family for the last 250 years:
Isabelle Carr, née Byne.
Harriet Cheney, née Carr – wife of General Cheney of Langley, Derbyshire and Badger, Shropshire.
Frederica Capel-Cure, née Cheney - wife of George Capel-Cure.
They have remained in the Capel-Cure family home, Blake Hall at Ongar in Essex, since the late 19th Century.
Special Auction Services would like to thank Olivia Bristol and Patricia Frost for their kind assistance in cataloguing this collection.
28
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309. An unusual fine English turned and carved painted mid 18th century wooden doll,
with face turned slightly to the right, dark inset glass eyes, unusually carved ears, the light lined
eyebrows emphasised by a row of dots above, which also border the eye sockets, delicate profile
and slight cleavage, the arms of stuffed cotton and painted wood, her light brown hair wig
decorated with artificial flowers and net, wearing original eau de Nil blue silk sack back open
robe “à la Française“ with matching petticoat and stomacher, the silk woven with a spot motif,
the petticoat with horizontal pleated frilled bands, the open robe trimmed with padded rouleaux
robings, the sleeves with triple ruffle cuffs, the stomacher and cuffs trimmed with silk blonde, a
matching gathered choker, white linen corset with blue ribbon trim, a linen pocket, cotton shift,
a short petticoat of woven diamond design, a short petticoat of linen with stitching simulating
quilting and two further long petticoats of ribbed cotton, 1760s - 11½in. (29cm.) height of torso,
possible original height - 18in. (45.5cm.) (missing legs and eight fingers, rub to nose, slight wear
and silk perishing at hips); a child’s matching eau de Nil silk covered party mask with scalloped
gathered top and an original note left by Mrs Frederica Capel-Cure née Cheney dated February
18th 1867, in which she leaves these dolls to her nephew
£10,000-£15,000 (plus 21% BP^)

310. Isabella Byne’s christening layette, 1745,
a fine and rare quality cream silk satin open
christening robe with pleated front and back,
elaborately decorated with silk fringing and fly braid
in waves encircling and decorating the robe, the neck
opening fastened by shoulder strips attached to the
bodice - 31in. (79cm.) back neck to hem; a matching
layette basket cover stitched with overall complicated
quilting design, the gathered border with three
rows of braiding - 27in. (69cm.) x - 24in. (61cm); a
pin-cushion with sewn and pricked design and I.B. and
1745 in pins - 5½in. (14cm.) long; and a handwritten
note from Mrs Frederica Capel-Cure in which she
writes about her grandmother’s christening garments
£2,000-£3,000 (plus 21% BP^)

310
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311. A fine small English turned and
carved painted 18th century wooden
doll in full formal evening dress, with
inset dark glass eyes, stitched brows and
eye lashes, the arms of stuffed cotton
and painted wood, the white painted
legs jointed at the hip, with high-piled
elaborately arranged wool wig with a
striped silk gauze cap decorated with
pearls, artificial flowers and silk ribbons,
her cream silk brocade open robe with
train woven with coloured flower sprays,
cuffs matching her cap, the open robe
and petticoat trimmed with rouched silk
gauze, a brocade silk reticule hangs from
her waist, a chatelaine containing an
enamelled watch set at 3.30, a glass bell
and watch key, two row pearl choker, her
skirts supported by two wired hoops, short
shift, linen petticoat, knitted silk stockings
and brocade shoes - 13in. (33cm.) high
(slight wear to face, fingers missing on left
hand) £8,000-£12,000 (plus 21% BP^)

30
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312. A large English turned and carved painted 18th century wooden doll, with inset dark
glass eyes, painted and stitched brows and eye lashes, bright pink cheeks, the arms of stuffed cotton
and painted wood with elongated fingers, the white painted legs jointed at thigh and knee with
carved calves, with high-piled dark brown stuffed wool wig elaborately arranged in curls falling to the
shoulders, wearing original yellow striped silk open robe with train edged with puckered silk net and
green silk petticoat trimmed with later cream silk bobbled braid and fine ruched net, the bodice over
boned blue corset, striped silk muslin shawl, elaborate sash and cap trimmed with feathers, bows,
gauze and fringing, a corsage of artificial flowers, ribbon at neck, a cotton shift, stiffened short petticoat,
scalloped cut linen petticoat, knitted cotton stocking and flat heeled leather shoe - 24in. (61cm.) high
(missing one lower leg, replaced chip to forehead, rubbed nose and lips, some varnish missing from
forehead, missing tips of two fingers and some silk perishing) £6,000-£8,000 (plus 21% BP^)

313. A ladies reticule or work bag,
mid 18th century, of pink ribbed silk with
ribbon work and chenille flowers, silk
fringing, ribbon drawstring and I.B. initials
in garlands on underside, circa 1758 - 8in.
(20cm.) high (faded) - possibly part of
Isabella Byne’s wedding trousseau and
similar to the bag held by the smallest doll,
lot 311 £300-£500 (plus 21% BP^)
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314. Four oval dressing table trinket dishes,
mid 18th century, covered with pink ribbed silk
similar to the previous lot, the rim and foot made
from pins woven with yellow and white silk yarn,
silver braid and I.B. embroidered in each centre,
the largest - 5½in. (13.5cm.) wide, the three
smaller - 4½in. (11.5cm.) wide (faded) - possibly
part of Isabella Byne’s wedding trousseau of 1758
£400-£600 (plus 21% BP^)

314

315. A rare pair of white kid dolls’ dancing
slippers, circa 1790, cut with two chevrons to
reveal pink kid, pink trim and laces, brown suede
soles - 3in. (7.5cm.) long £100-£150 (plus 21% BP^)

315
31

Antique & Vintage Dolls
316. A French pressed bisque
fashionable doll, the socket shoulder head
with deep blue striated glass eyes, closed
mouth with darker pink detail, light brows,
gusseted kid body, hinged arms with finger
sewn together, remains of blonde skin wig
on cork pate, a cream and blue striped two
piece dress with green ribbon trim, a similar
dress with black and white check with pink
ribbon trim decorated with morning glory
and another blonde? two piece dress with
pink trim, undergarments and straw hat
with purple trim - 11in. (28cm.) high (chips
to lower front and back of head, hidden
inside shoulder socket, some wear to body
and clothes) £400-£600 (plus 21% BP^)

316
317
317. A French pressed bisque fashionable
doll, probably Francois Gaultier, the socket
shoulder head with deep blue striated glass
eyes, close mouth with darker pink detail, light
brows, ears pierced into the head, gusseted
lid body with illegible shop ink body stamp,
individual stitched fingers, cork pate with
remains of replacement mohair wig, white
muslin dress, undergarments, a knotted
string snood and wonderful brown leather
heeled boots No.0 - 12¼in. (31cm.) high
(hairline to her left side of face and chip to
the top back of shoulder plate, wear to body)
£300-£400 (plus 21% BP^)

320. A rare Simon & Halbig bisque socket
shoulder head doll with twill over jointed
wood body, the solid domed head with deep
blue fixed glass eyes, closed mouth, bisque
shoulder plate with slight breast, eight jointed
wooden body covered in twill with bisque arms
and legs - 8½in. (21.5cm.) high (broken around
left side of neck and glued, twill damaged on
left arm) £100-£150 (plus 21% BP^)
321. A German 19th century bisque
shoulder-head doll, with elaborated moulded
blonde hair piled in ringlets on top of her head,
down sides and around the back, held by a
black painted Alice band, blue painted eyes,
ears pierced into the head, stuffed slender
waisted body with bisque arms and legs with
painted blue garter, black flat shoe with beige
sole, white muslin and net dress with cream silk
trim and underclothes - 13½in. (34.5cm.) high
(restored shoulders) £100-£150 (plus 21% BP^)

320

318. Two French fashionable doll half
bonnets, suitable for a larger doll, wired
structure, one of cream silk muslin trimmed
with red velvet with artificial leaves and red
glass berries, ribbon and lace - 3½in. (9cm.)
high; and another slightly smaller in dusty pink
£100-£150 (plus 21% BP^)
319. A Maison A. Giroux French doll’s
trunk, grey and black oil-cloth, domed
lid, brass studded, handles and lock, lift
out tray and shop label to inside - 13¾in.
(35cm.) wide (slight wear); and a small
quantity of dolls clothes and underwear
£100-£150 (plus 21% BP^)
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322. An English turned, carved and
painted wooden late 18th century doll,
inset dark eyes, stitched brows and eye lashes,
remains of brown hair wig nailed to head,
replaced kid arms and legs, redressed in the
20th century - 20in. (51cm.) high (paint loss and
retouching) £400-£600 (plus 21% BP^)
323. A large Ernst Heubach 320 baby, with
blue lashed sleeping hair, blonde mohair wig,
bent-limbed composition body and white
cotton dress - 22½in. (57cm.) high; and a wicker
perambulator £60-£80 (plus 21% BP^)
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324. A Schoenau & Hoffmeister 914
child doll, with blue lashed sleeping eyes,
brown mohair wig, jointed composition body
and white cotton slip - 27in. (69cm.) high
(slight wear to body and lashes trimmed)
£60-£80 (plus 21% BP^)
325. A large Simon & Halbig for Kämmer
& Reinhardt child doll, with blue sleeping
eyes, blonde mohair wig, pierced ears, jointed
composition body, net over pink dress,
underclothes and satin shoes - 30in. (76cm.)
high (hairline crack down back of head, cheek a
little scratched) £60-£80 (plus 21% BP^)

340. A large Dean’s Rag Book Co. girl doll,
late 1930s, with printed face, blonde mohair
wig, blue velvet clothes with muff and bonnet
trimmed in white artificial silk and green and
white label on foot - 36½in. (93cm.) high (back
and arm badly damaged) and another similar
cloth doll £60-£80 (plus 21% BP^)

331. A large DEP child doll No.13, with
Simon & Halbig head, blue lashed sleeping
eyes, pierced ears, blonde mohair wig, jointed
papier-mâché and wood body with two
pull-cord voice mechanism, modern peach top
half of dress and underclothes - 28in. (71cm.)
high (hairline to forehead, missing eye lid paint
and hands repainted) £150-£200 (plus 21% BP^)
332. A German Sp child doll, with blue
lashed sleeping eyes, blonde mohair wig,
jointed composition body, pink dress,
underclothes and hair garland - 26½in. (67cm.)
high £70-£100 (plus 21% BP^)

326. A Simon & Halbig for Kämmer &
Reinhardt child doll, with blue sleeping
eyes, blonde mohair wig, pierced ears, jointed
composition body and dark pink dress with
matching bonnet - 23in. (58.5cm.) high
(restored finger and some wear to body)
£80-£100 (plus 21% BP^)
327. An Alt, Beck & Gottschalk 1362 child
doll, with blue lashed sleeping eyes, pierced
ears, red mohair wig, jointed composition
body, white cotton dress and underclothes 24in. (61cm.) high (hairline crack across top of
forehead) £50-£80 (plus 21% BP^)
328. Two German bisque headed babies:
an S & Q 203 with blue sleeping eyes, blonde
mohair wig, bent-limbed composition body
and pink floral printed dress with matching
bonnet - 17in. (43cm.) high (body washed) and
an Armand Marseille 996 £60-£80 (plus 21% BP^)

329. A large Simon & Halbig for Kämmer
& Reinhardt child doll, with brown sleeping
eyes, pierced ears, reddish brown mohair wig,
jointed composition body, white cotton dress,
underclothes, brown leather shoes and socks 30in. (76cm.) high £200-£300 (plus 21% BP^)
330. Two large Armand Marseille babies:
a 513 with blue lashed sleeping eyes, blonde
painted hair, bent-limbed composition body
and pink clothes - 23in. (58.5cm.) high (missing
two fingers); and a larger 351 (washed body)
£60-£80 (plus 21% BP^)

341. A Merrythought Cowboy pyjamas
case, seated with pressed brushed cotton
face, blue painted eyes, orange velvet top,
white wool plush chaps, black felt Stetson and
feet with yellow and black woven label on
foot - 22in. (56cm.) high (some fading); and an
unusual cloth Dutch girl with stencilled painted
features £60-£80 (plus 21% BP^)
342. Seven composition headed dolls,
including a black and white topsy-turvy doll
(one head damaged); and a quantity of recent
doll’s clothes £30-£40 (plus 21% BP^)
343. A quantity of dolls clothes: a blue
wool coat with matching hat, a blue velvet coat
with bonnet, a green coat, some baby gowns
for spares and four white-work table clothes
£40-£60 (plus 21% BP^)

333. Two Ernst Heubach babies: a large
320 with brown lashed sleeping eyes, hair wig,
composition toddlers body with bent arm,
modern lace dress and bonnet - 22½in. (57cm.)
high (restored finger); and a smaller 300 on
straight legged body £50-£80 (plus 21% BP^)
334. Two German bisque headed babies:
an Armand Marseille 995 with blue lashed
sleeping eyes, brown nylon wig, bent-limbed
composition body and pink dress - 20in.
(51cm.) high; and an Ernst Heubach 342
£50-£80 (plus 21% BP^)
335. A Recknagel child doll, with blue
lashed sleeping eyes, red mohair wig, jointed
composition body, pink dress and matching
bonnet - 27in. (68.5cm.) high (wig pulls and
missing one lower leg) £60-£80 (plus 21% BP^)

344. A wooden doll’s perambulator 1920s,
painted dark blue with white and black lining,
oil-cloth hood and double seat, metal frame
with wooden handle and spoked metal wheels
- 28in. (71cm.) high £40-£60 (plus 21% BP^)

336. Three dolls: an Armand Marseille 390
child doll - 17½in. (44.5cm.) high (restored
fingers); a composition head doll in original
clothes; and a Japanese celluloid googly in pink
crepe dress £50-£80 (plus 21% BP^)

345. A wooden doll’s perambulator 1930s,
painted brown with gold lining and black
detail, oil-cloth hood and lining, metal frame
with wooden handle and spoked metal wheels
with white rubber tyres - 26in. (66cm.) high
£30-£50 (plus 21% BP^)

337. A Dean’s Rag Book Dutch boy and
girl, with composite heads, cloth jointed
bodies, original felt clothes and labels on
shoe soles, 1950s - 17½in. (44.5cm.) high
£60-£80 (plus 21% BP^)
338. A Unica (Belgium)
composition and cloth
soldier, with transfer blue
eyes, red, white and blue
uniform with gold braid, rattle
in hat and original swing tag
- 27in. (68.5cm.) high (slight
damage and a little faded)
£40-£60 (plus 21% BP^)
339. A large Norah
Wellings type sailor doll,
with painted cloth face,
velvet body, sailor’s collar,
hinged joints and cloth
hands and feet - 28in.
(71cm.) high (fading, feet
possible replaced and arm
hinges need attention)
£30-£50 (plus 21% BP^)
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356. A S.F.B.J. child doll, with fixed blue
glass eyes, pierced ears, replaced brown wig,
jointed body and white cotton dress - 28½in.
(72.5cm.) high (restored crack to forehead, eyes
replaced and repainted hands) - this doll is
known as Adele £40-£60 (plus 21% BP^)

346. The Marmet, the World’s Lightest
Baby Carriage, wooden body painted grey
with black trim, oil-cloth hood and lining,
tubular metal frame and handle, spoked metal
wheels with white rubber tyres and maker’s
transfer to back - 36½in. (93cm.) high (tear to
hood) £30-£50 (plus 21% BP^)

357. A Kley & Hahn 250 Walkure child
doll, with blue lashed sleeping eyes, blonde
mohair wig, jointed composition body and
white cotton dress - 21in. (53.5cm.) high (head
appears to be a little proud of body) - this doll
is known as Kate £50-£80 (plus 21% BP^)
351. A Tete Jumeau Bébé No.8, with
fixed blue striated eyes, closed dark pink
painted mouth with thin gap between, brown
brows, pierced ears, brown hair wig, jointed
papier-mâché body, stamp on lower back,
cream and lace dress, underclothes, cream
leather shoes - 19in. (48cm.) high (hairline
to forehead above left eye, stringing loose)
£300-£400 (plus 21% BP^)

347. A S.F.B.J. 247 character toddler, with
blue lashed sleeping eyes, open/closed mouth
with two moulded top teeth, brown mohair
wig, jointed papier-mâché toddler body, navy
wool sailor’s dress and matching hat - 17¾in.
(45cm.) high (head broken and glued) £80-£100
(plus 21% BP^)
348. The Dionne Quints, five small
composition dolls with painted blue side
glancing eyes, Yvonne, Annette, Marie, Cecile
and Emille, in a bamboo basket converted to a
carrying case with named beds and homemade
clothes - 7¼in. (18.5cm.) high each (some light
crazing) £150-£200 (plus 21% BP^)
349. The Katy Kruse Dolly Book, with
verses by Rose Fyleman, printed by George
G. Harrap & Company Ltd, featuring colour
photographs of dolls, mainly No.1 and some
Steiff toys with a shop label for John Taylor,
The Toy Shop, 28 Preston Street, Brighton
(two illustrations torn); and a Victory wooden
jig-saw of Reading Wycliff’s Bible, in original
box £30-£50 (plus 21% BP^)

352. A Jules Steiner Figure A bébé head
No.18, with fixed blue eyes, closed mouth,
pierced ears and blonde mohair wig (broken
around forehead in two places and glued); on
a Jumeau wooden and papier-mâché jointed
body, net and lace dress and underclothes 26½in. (67.5cm.) high £200-£300 (plus 21% BP^)
353. A Simon & Halbig for Kämmer &
Reinhardt child doll, with brown sleeping
eyes, replaced wig, jointed composition body,
green dress with white muslin pinafore and
underclothes - 24½in. (62cm.) high (crack
to forehead, worn body and missing finger)
£30-£40 (plus 21% BP^)
354. An Armand Marseille 390 child doll,
with brown lashed sleeping eyes, replaced
brown wig, jointed composition body, white
cotton dress and underclothes - 27½in.
(70cm.) high (missing three fingers, damaged
tooth, wear to body and clothes need a clean)
£30-£40 (plus 21% BP^)

358. An Armand Marseille 390 child doll,
with brown sleeping eyes, replaced blonde
hair wig, jointed composition body, green
dress and white pinafore - 24¼in. (62cm.) high
(restored hands, eyes need adjusting) - this doll
is known as Caroline £50-£80 (plus 21% BP^)
359. An Ernst Heubach 267 baby doll, with
blue sleeping eyes, brown mohair wig, bent
limbed composition body, net dress and straw
hat - 9¾in. (25cm.) high (repainted hands) - this
dolls is known as Francis £30-£40 (plus 21% BP^)

360. A S.F.B.J. 301 child doll, with fixed
blue glass eyes, brown hair wig, pierced ears,
jointed wood and papier-mâché body, white
silk dress, underclothes and white kid shoes 28in. (71cm.) high (hairline crack down side of
face and repainted arms) - this dolls is known
as Louise £100-£150 (plus 21% BP^)
361. An Armand Marseille 390 child doll,
with blue sleeping eyes, brown mohair wig,
jointed composition body, white dotted muslin
dress and underclothes - 25½in. (65cm.) high
£70-£100 (plus 21% BP^)
362. Two Armand Marseille 351 babies,
with blue sleeping eyes, blonde painted hair,
bent-limbed composition bodies and dresses
- 11½in. (29cm.) high (one finger missing)
£60-£80 (plus 21% BP^)
363. A Heinrich Handwerck painted
bisque black baby, with brown sleeping
eyes, bent-limed composition body and
red knitted clothes - 10½in. (26.5cm.) high
£40-£60 (plus 21% BP^)
364. A C M Bergmann 1916 child doll, with
blue lashed sleeping eyes, blonde hair wig, jointed
composition body and white ribbed cotton dress 18¼in. (46.5cm.) high £60-£80 (plus 21% BP^)

350. A Steiner Figure A bébé No.15, the
bisque socket head with deep blue fixed
glass eyes, closed mouth, brown painted
brows, pierced ears, replace brown hair wig,
jointed papier-mâché body with fixed wrists
and slender fingers, later blue and white
sailor’s dress, undergarments and cream
leather shoes with rosette - 22in. (56cm.)
high (restoration & overpainting to forehead)
£300-£400 (plus 21% BP^)
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355. A Porzellanfabrik Mengersgereuth
Trebor bisque headed child doll with brown
sleeping eyes, jointed composition body
brown wig and white cotton dress - 23in.
(58.5cm.) high - this dolls is known as Theresa
£70-£100 (plus 21% BP^)

365. A Simon & Halbig 1078 child doll, with
blue sleeping eyes, blonde mohair wig, pierced
ears, jointed composition body, white cotton
dress and underclothes - 21in. (53.5cm.) high
(head seems slightly large for body and four
restored fingers) £80-£120 (plus 21% BP^)
366. A Kämmer & Reinhardt 192 child doll,
with blue sleeping eyes, pierced ears, replaced
blonde wig, jointed composition body and
floral dress - 15¼in. (39cm.) high (head appears
too large for body) £60-£80 (plus 21% BP^)
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367. A Simon & Halbig 1349 Jutta child
doll, with lashed brown sleeping eyes, pierced
ears, blonde mohair wig, jointed composition
body and cream silk dress - 28in. (71cm.) high
(missing finger and needs a clean); an AM
351 composition baby and a Duro suitcase
£100-£150 (plus 21% BP^)
368. An Armand Marseille 518 composition
black baby, with brown sleeping eyes,
composition body with bent arms and straight
legs and a yellow and black batik print dress 20in. (51cm.) high; and a GHA 359 composition
baby (arm loose) £50-£80 (plus 21% BP^)

375. Three Armand Marseille 1894 child
dolls, all with blue eyes, two sleeping, blonde
mohair wigs and jointed composition bodies,
the largest in burgundy velvet with lace trim,
pinafore, underclothes and brown leather
shoes - 16in. (40.5cm.) high; and two others
in contemporary clothes - purchased from a
family house sale auction in Wivelscombe,
Devon in the 1950s £300-£400 (plus 21% BP^)

369. An Armand Marseille 1330 character
baby, with blue sleeping eyes, brown mohair
wig, composition toddler body and pink dress
- 16in. (40.5cm.) high; two composition babies;
a Pedigree hard plastic with instructions; and
some doll clothes (later three dolls for repair)
£50-£80 (plus 21% BP^)
370. A Heinrich Handwerck composition
black baby, with brown sleeping eyes, broad
nose and fuller lips, moulded afro hair and
composition bent-limbed body - 18¾in.
(47.5cm.) high; and a policeman glove puppet
£50-£80 (plus 21% BP^)

376. An Armand Marseille 353 Oriental
baby, with brown sleeping eyes, painted
black hair, composition bent-limbed body
and blue Chinese jacket - 14in. (35.5cm.) high
£100-£150 (plus 21% BP^)

380. An Armand Marseille 323 googly
child, with blue sleeping eyes, closed mouth,
reddish brown mohair wig, composition
toddler body, lace dress and pink shoes 10¼in. (26cm.) high (hairline to forehead)
£100-£150 (plus 21% BP^)

377. Two German bisque headed black
babies: an Armand Marseille 341 with brown
sleeping eyes, closed mouth, bent-limbed
composition body and red and white striped
dress - 10½in. (26.5cm.) high (one foot
missing toes); and a similar HS 245 baby (head
repainted) £80-£120 (plus 21% BP^)

371. Three small painted bisque headed
dolls, one dressed as fairy - 4¾in. (12cm.)
high, the other two dressed as an 18th century
couple (slight flaking to heads); and two
composition dolls (legs need restringing)
£80-£100 (plus 21% BP^)
372. Various dolls: a well home-made cloth
doll with painted face in 2nd World War khaki
uniform - 13½in. (34.5cm.) high; a Rheinische
Gummi celluloid headed boy with blue glass eyes
and jointed cloth body, a sailor doll (damaged
head) and other items £50-£80 (plus 21% BP^)
373. A quantity of doll’s clothes and
accessories: including two metal Japanese
metal dressing table sets, embroidered
dressers, a leather vanity case used as a
doll’s trunk, underclothes and knitted items
£60-£80 (plus 21% BP^)

378. A Kestner 257 character baby, with
blue lashed sleeping eyes, blonde mohair
wig, bent-limbed composition body, muslin
dress and cotton bonnet - 18in. (45.5cm.) high
£150-£200 (plus 21% BP^)

381. A small Heinrich Handwerck 99 child
doll, with blue sleeping eyes, pierced ears,
blonde mohair wig, jointed composition body,
cream muslin and silk ribbon dress with lace
trim, muff, bonnet, undergarments and light
brown leather shoes - 9½in. (24cm.) high
£80-£100 (plus 21% BP^)

374. An Armand Marseille Floradora child
doll, with blue sleeping eyes and jointed
composition body - 17¾in. (45cm.) high
(head detached from body); a composition
doll’s body; a fairground plaster Kewpie; for
composition baby dolls and a small quantity of
clothes £60-£80 (plus 21% BP^)
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379. A Kämmer & Reinhardt 192 child doll,
with brown sleeping eyes, pierced ears, blonde
mohair wig, jointed composition body with fixed
wrists, redressed in red satin dress with lace trim,
bonnet, underclothes and red kid shoes - 22½in.
(57cm.) high £200-£300 (plus 21% BP^)

382. A large Kämmer & Reinhardt 126
character baby, with brown sleeping flirty
eyes, brown curly mohair wig, composition
toddler body and pink muslin frilled dress 23in. (58.5cm.) high £80-£120 (plus 21% BP^)
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383. A Gebruder Heubach 6894 character
baby, with blue intaglio eyes, closed mouth,
composition bent-limbed body and cream silk
dress and bonnet - 9in. (23cm.) high; and an
AM 341 baby £100-£150 (plus 21% BP^)
384. Twin Armand Marseille 341 character
babies, with blue sleeping eyes, closed
mouths, blonde painted hair, bent-limbed
composition bodies, slips and cotton sleeping
bag - 7¾in. (19.5cm.) high; and two other
bisque babies with stuffed bodies (one
cracked) £100-£120 (plus 21% BP^)
385. Four Armand Marseille 341 character
babies, all with blue sleeping eyes, closed
mouths and blonde painted head, the largest
with jointed stuffed body, cream cotton coat
and bonnet - 20in. (51cm.) high; and three
smaller with stuffed bodies and celluloid hands
£100-£150 (plus 21% BP^)

392. Two European cloth dolls: one with
brushed cotton face, brown painted side
glancing eyes, brown mohair wig, jointed
cloth body, elaborate costume, probably off an
earlier doll - 16¾in. (42.5cm.) high (some wear
and discoloured); and a cloth doll in traditional
European costume £60-£80 (plus 21% BP^)
393. An interesting Käthe Kruse style doll,
with stiffened painted cloth head, blue painted
eyes, blonde synthetic wig, jointed cloth body
and printed dress, indistinct ink marks on
foot - 18¾in. (47.5cm.) high (body grubby)
£50-£80 (plus 21% BP^)
394. An Armand Marseille 518 baby, with
brown sleeping eyes, blonde painted hair,
bent-limbed composition body and white
dress - 20½in. (54.5cm.) high (chipped fingers
and eye lids) £30-£40 (plus 21% BP^)

397. A Simon & Halbig for Franz Schmidt
& Co child doll, with blue sleeping eyes,
replaced blonde wig, pierced ears, jointed
composition body, green floral printed cotton
dress, underclothes and brown shoes - 21¼in.
(54cm.) high £100-£150 (plus 21% BP^)
398. A Simon & Halbig for Heinrich
Handwerck child doll, with brown sleeping
eyes, replaced reddish brown wig, pierced
ears, jointed composition body, green
dress, underclothes and white oil-cloth
shoes - 24in. (61cm.) high (missing finger
and very fine hairline on bridge of nose)
£80-£100 (plus 21% BP^)

386. A 19th century doll’s parasol, with
cream painted metal bamboo handle and
fringed silk - 9in. (23cm.) high (silk perished);
a quantity of doll and children clothes; and
doll’s tea set £70-£100 (plus 21% BP^)
387. Dolls and Dolls’ Houses: a peg
wooden doll - 11¾in. (30cm.) high (arms
loose), a Chinese Opera doll, a Japanese
baby and a quantity of dolls’ house chattels
£60-£80 (plus 21% BP^)

399. A DEP Jumeau bébé, with blue lashed
sleeping eyes, pierced ear, replaced blonde
wig, jointed papier-mâché body with voice
cords and label on lower back, cream with
woven blue spots dress, lace trim, underclothes
and cream boots - 24½in. (62cm.) high
(repainted body) £300-£400 (plus 21% BP^)

388. An Ernst Heubach 300 baby, with
blue lashed sleeping eyes, blonde mohair
wig, bent-limbed composition body and
white cotton dress - 18in. (46cm.) long (body
washed); and a rocking wooden doll’s cot
(needs repair) £50-£80 (plus 21% BP^)
389. A Norah Wellings Dutch boy, with
brown side glancing eyes, red and green
velvet clothes, yellow felt hat and scarf, label
on foot - 19½in. (50cm.) high (discoloured and
missing buttons); a black Norah Wellings doll
(redressed); a peg wooden doll; a damaged
AM 996 and some homemade Punch and Judy
puppets £70-£100 (plus 21% BP^)

395. A Dean’s Rag Book Co Trixie Trufood
cloth doll, with printed pressed cloth felt,
blonde mohair curls, pale blue and blue outfit
with blue velvet shoes and Trixie Trufood label
on hat, 1930s - 14¼in. (36cm.) high (split to
shoe seam) £80-£120 (plus 21% BP^)

390. A small Armand Marseille 1894 child
doll, with blue sleeping eyes, brown mohair
wig, straight limbed composition body and
original factory clothes - 8in. (20.5cm.) high; a
bisque Piano Baby playing with ball and other
items £60-£80 (plus 21% BP^)

396. A Simon & Halbig for Heinrich
Handwerck child doll, with brown sleeping
eyes, blonde mohair wig, jointed composition
body, cream cotton dress with lace inserts
and underclothes - 21¼in. (54cm.) high
£100-£150 (plus 21% BP^)

391. A Simon & Halbig for Kämmer &
Reinhardt child doll, with brown lashed
sleeping eyes, blonde mohair wig, pierced
ears, jointed composition body, eau de Nil
dress with lace over lay, matching bonnet,
underwear and brown leather shoes - 25in.
(63.5cm.) high £150-£200 (plus 21% BP^)

400. A Simon & Halbig 1079 child doll,
with blue sleeping eyes, pierced ears, replaced
reddish brown wig, jointed composition
body, cream silk and lace dress, underclothes
and white shoes - 22in. (56cm.) high
£100-£150 (plus 21% BP^)

401. A George Borgfeldt Pansy III
child doll, with blue lashed sleeping eyes,
replaced brown wig, jointed composition
body, white cotton dress, underclothes and
black shoes - 24¼in. (61.5cm.) high (restored
eye chip and some restoration to body)
£80-£120 (plus 21% BP^)
402. A Lantiner Cherie child doll, with
fixed blue glass eyes, pierced ears, brown
hair wig, jointed body, good quality muslin
and lace dress with matching jacket and
underclothes - 23in. (58.5cm.) high (wear to
body) £100-£150 (plus 21% BP^)
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403. A C M Bergmann 1916 child doll, with
brown lashed sleeping eyes, reddish brown
hair wig, jointed composition body, white silk
and lace dress, underclothes and cream boots 23in. (58.5cm.) high £100-£150 (plus 21% BP^)

408. A Kestner 249 child doll, with blue
sleeping eyes, replaced blonde wig, jointed
composition body, blue velvet coat with
matching hat, olive green dress, underclothes
and cream shoes - 21½in. (54.5cm.) high
£300-£400 (plus 21% BP^)

404. A Simon & Halbig for Kämmer &
Reinhardt child doll, with brown lashed
sleeping eyes, pierced ears, replaced blonde
wig, jointed composition body, white
cotton dress, underclothes and black shoes
- 23in. (58.5cm.) high (repainted hands)
£100-£150 (plus 21% BP^)

409. A small Simon & Halbig 1269 child
doll, with blue sleeping eyes, pierced ears,
blonde mohair wig, jointed composition body,
red velvet dress, underclothes and cream
boots - 13¾in. (35cm.) high (repainted hands)
£100-£150 (plus 21% BP^)

412. A large Simon & Halbig for Kämmer
& Reinhardt child doll, with brown lashed
sleeping eyes, brown mohair wig, pierced ears,
jointed composition body, pink and cream
jester costume covered in bells with matching
hat, knitted pink socks and cream shoes 28½in. (72.5cm.) high (hairline under chin)
£150-£200 (plus 21% BP^)

405. An unusual 355 DEP child doll, with
blue sleeping eyes, pierced ears, blonde mohair
wig, jointed composition body, white cotton
and lace dress, underclothes and cream boots 20¾in. (52.5cm.) high £200-£300 (plus 21% BP^)
406. A Simon & Halbig for Kämmer &
Reinhardt child doll, with blue sleeping
eyes, pierced ears, replaced reddish brown
wig, jointed composition body, burgundy
dress, underclothes and black shoes - 19½in.
(49.5cm.) high £80-£120 (plus 21% BP^)

410. A DEP child doll, with blue sleeping
eyes, pierced ears, replaced brown wig,
jointed papier-mâché and wood body,
blue raw silk dress, underclothes and beige
shoes - 22in. (56cm.) high (fingers flaking)
£300-£400 (plus 21% BP^)
413. A reproduction Jumeau Arielle by
Babs and Stan Tomlinson, well dressed and
presented in brown - 24½in. (62cm.) high (head
loose); and a Carol Stanton 949 head on an
antique body £100-£150 (plus 21% BP^)
414. Five reproduction bisque headed
dolls: a Babs and Stan Tomlinson Bru - 14¾in.
(37.5cm.) high; two other Jumeau by the same
maker; and two smaller dolls, all well dressed
and presented £100-£150 (plus 21% BP^)

407. A Simon & Halbig 550 child doll,
with blue sleeping eyes, replaced blonde
wig, jointed composition body, floral printed
dress, underclothes and black shoes 19in. (48.5cm.) high (retouched wig pulls)
£100-£150 (plus 21% BP^)
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411. A large S.F.B.J. Tete Jumeau No.12,
with fixed brown eyes, pierced ears, brown
mohair wig, jointed papier-mâché and
wood body, net, lace and muslin clothes,
straw bonnet, underclothes and light brown
shoes, Tete Jumeau ink stamp to back of
head - 26in. (66cm.) high (flaking to hands)
£300-£400 (plus 21% BP^)

415. A reproduction Steiner by Gina for
the Jackie Jacobs Collection, on antique
fixed wrist French body - 20in. (51cm.)
high; and a Babs and Stan Tomlinson
Bru, both well dressed and presented
£100-£150 (plus 21% BP^)
416. Six bisque headed dolls for
restoration: including a large Simon & Halbig
for Kämmer & Reinhardt and five others (all
with broken heads and bodies); and a wrought
iron doll’s bedstead £100-£150 (plus 21% BP^)
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421. A German celluloid marotte, with
blue painted eyes, wooden stick with whistle,
revolving body to make music, dressed in
original blue and pink silk jester outfit with lace
trim - 13in. (33cm.) high; and another made up
example £60-£80 (plus 21% BP^)

429. Doll’s spares: a small quantity of
modern dolls wigs and mohair for wig making;
a small quantity of doll reference books,
doll stands and trim for doll dress making
£40-£60 (plus 21% BP^)

417. Kewpie type dolls: a half doll of a
kneeling side glancing girl with curled blonde
hair - 2in. (5cm.) high; three plaster Kewpies; a
head; and four celluloid £100-£150 (plus 21% BP^)
418. Two English bisque shoulder head
dolls: with blue painted eyes and composition
lower limbs, the boy with blonde painted hair
in Highland dress; and the girl with brown
mohair wig in white cotton dress - 14in.
(35.5cm.) high £80-£100 (plus 21% BP^)

422. Three peg wooden dolls: the largest
in beige leaf print dress, probably circa 1900
- 17¼in. (44cm.) high; and two other smaller,
well dressed; and a modern wooden doll’s
torso £100-£150 (plus 21% BP^)
423. A German composition shoulder head
doll, with fixed blue glass eyes, blonde mohair
wig, stuffed body and composition arms, baby
gown and bonnet - 17½in. (44.5cm.) high (one
arm replaced); a three wheeled wooden pram;
a later composition doll in a wicker Moses
basket £100-£150 (plus 21% BP^)

430. A Tete Jumeau Bébé No.11, with
fixed dark brown eyes, close mouth painted
with slight gap, brown brows, pierced ears,
blonde mohair wig, jointed papier-mâché
and wood body with blue ink stamp, cream
dress with lace trim, red bonnet and shoes and
underclothes - 25in. (63.5cm.) high (hairline to
forehead, restoration to right side rim of head,
chipping to fingers) £600-£800 (plus 21% BP^)

424. A quantity of cloth dolls: a small Norah
Wellings South Sea Islander with label - 8in.
(20.5cm.) high; two Deans and a Chad Valley
head with rebuilt bodies and other well-made
cloth doll replicas £60-£80 (plus 21% BP^)

431. An unmarked Jumeau Bébé No.8,
with fixed blue glass eyes, pierced ears,
blonde mohair wig, jointed papier-mâché and
wood body, cream dress, matching bonnet,
underclothes and tan shoes - 20¼in. (51.5cm.)
high (hairline behind right ear, flaking to left
hand) £200-£300 (plus 21% BP^)

419. Four German bisque headed dolls:
an Armand Marseille Floradora - 16½in.
(42cm.) high; an AM shoulder head (damaged
shoulder) and two Recknagel DEP; and a
wooden chair £100-£150 (plus 21% BP^)
420. Two German china shoulder head
dolls: both with black painted moulded
hair and stuffed bodies, one dressed as
maid - 14½in. (37cm.) high; the other with
centre parted in hair in red cape (shoulder
plate cracked); and three smaller similar
£100-£150 (plus 21% BP^)

425. Doll’s hats and accessories: a doll’s
parasol with carved bone handle - 11½in.
(29cm) high (recovered in pink silk), a brass
mesh purse, various hats, some modern and a
small quantity of buttons and jewels suitable
for decorating dolls £40-£60 (plus 21% BP^)
426. A box of German vintage artificial
cloth cherry blossom, approximately fifty-nine
sprigs in pink and few white, in original box
£40-£60 (plus 21% BP^)
427. Two doll’s trunks, a brown oil-cloth
trunk with black painted bent-wood banding
- 13in. (33cm.) wide (one clasp not working);
a small cloth covered trunk with red oil-cloth
detail, brass studs and handle and lift out tray;
and a quantity of shoes £60-£80 (plus 21% BP^)
428. A large quantity of doll and
baby clothes: including dresses, coats
and undergarments, some modern and
some pieces suitable for doll dress making
£80-£120 (plus 21% BP^)

432. A German bisque headed 422 child
doll, with blue sleeping eyes, pierced ears,
blonde mohair wig, jointed composition body,
white cotton dress, underclothes and shoes 17in. (43cm.) high (a crack with chips to back
of head, eyes need resetting and hands worn)
£50-£80 (plus 21% BP^)
433. A wooden doll’s perambulator 1920s,
with dark green painted body, black and
white lining, oil-cloth hood and lining, metal
suspension, spoked wheels and china handle
- 37½in. (95cm.) high (metal work a little rusty)
£60-£80 (plus 21% BP^)
434. A small wooden dolls’ perambulator
1920s, with black painted body with
green lining, oil-cloth hood and lining,
metal suspension, spoked wheels and
wooden handle - 29¼in. (74.5cm.) high
£60-£80 (plus 21% BP^)

421
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439. A Max Handwerck 283 child doll,
with brown sleeping eyes, blonde mohair
wig, jointed composition body, white cotton
dress, straw hat, underclothes and black shoes
- 20½in. (52cm.) high (missing finger) - this doll
is known as Catherine £70-£100 (plus 21% BP^)

444. An Armand Marseille 390 child doll,
with brown sleeping eyes, blonde hair wig,
jointed composition body, red velvet dress,
straw hat, shoes and underclothes - 28in.
(71cm.) high (repaired finger) - this doll is
known as Rosie £80-£100 (plus 21% BP^)
435. An early 20th century wooden doll’s
push chair, with brown painted body with
dark brown lining, oil-cloth hood, lining and
cover, metal suspension, spoked wheels and
wooden handle - 33½in. (85cm.) high (missing
one hood hinge) £60-£80 (plus 21% BP^)

440. A George Borgfeldt child doll, with
brown lashed sleeping eyes, brown synthetic
wig, jointed composition body, white cotton
dress, underclothes and grey shoes - 24in.
(61cm.) high - this doll is known as Georgina
£70-£100 (plus 21% BP^)
441. An Alt, Beck & Gottschalk 1362 child
doll, with blue lashed sleeping eyes, pierced
ears, blonde mohair wig, jointed composition
body, white muslin dress, hat and underclothes
- 23½in. (60cm.) high (head appears a little
large for socket) - this doll is known as Martha
£60-£80 (plus 21% BP^)

436. A large Schoenau & Hoffmeister 914
child doll, with blue sleeping eyes, blonde hair
wig, jointed composition body, pink muslin
dress, straw bonnet, underclothes and black
shoes - 30in. (76cm.) high - this doll is known as
Sally £200-£300 (plus 21% BP^)
442. A Simon & Halbig for Kämmer &
Reinhardt child doll, with blue sleeping
eyes, blonde mohair wig, jointed composition
body, white cotton dress, straw flower
trimmed hat and underclothes - 25in.
(63.5cm.) high - this doll is known as Lettice
£100-£150 (plus 21% BP^)

437. A Simon & Halbig for Kämmer &
Reinhardt 117n child doll, with blue lashed
sleeping eyes, replaced brown nylon wig,
jointed composition body, cream silk and lace
dress, flower trimmed bonnet, underclothes
and beige shoes - 25in. (63.5cm.) high - this doll
is known as Rachel £300-£400 (plus 21% BP^)
438. An Armand Marseille 390 child
doll, with blue sleeping eyes, brown mohair
wig, jointed composition body, pale blue
cotton dress, pinafore, underclothes and
brown shoes - 18½in. (47cm.) high (replaced
plastic hands) - this doll is known as Emily
£60-£80 (plus 21% BP^)
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445. A C M Bergmann 1916 child doll, with
blue lashed sleeping eyes, blonde mohair
wig, jointed composition body, white cotton
dress, undergarments and grey shoes - 24½in.
(62cm.) high - this doll is known as Elspeth
£80-£120 (plus 21% BP^)

443. A Heinrick Handwerck 350 child doll,
with blue lashed sleeping eyes, pierced ears,
brown hair wig, jointed composition body,
brown floral printed dress, brown velvet beret,
underclothes and brown shoes - 23½in. (60cm.)
high (eyes need resetting) - this doll is known
as Bridget £100-£150 (plus 21% BP^)

446. An unmarked Jumeau bébé
No 12, with fixed blue glass eyes, dark
brow, closed mouth, pierced ears, jointed
papier-mâché and wood body, white cotton
dress and underclothes - 26¾in. (68cm.)
high (head broken and glued, worn hands)
£200-£300 (plus 21% BP^)
447. An Armand Marseille 390 child doll,
with brown sleeping eyes, replaced reddish
brown wig, jointed composition body, white
cotton dress and underclothes - 28in. (71cm.)
high (restored hands) - this doll is known as
Grace £80-£100 (plus 21% BP^)

448. A Simon & Halbig for Kämmer
Reinhardt child doll, with blue sleeping eyes,
brown mohair wig, jointed composition body,
white cotton dress, straw hat, underclothes
and blue shoes - 27in. (68.5cm.) high (one
hand repainted) - this doll is known as Greta
£150-£200 (plus 21% BP^)
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453. An Ernst Heubach 250 child doll, with
blue lashed sleeping eyes, brown mohair wig,
jointed composition body, pink and white
striped dress, straw hat and underclothes 26½in. (67cm.) high (repainted hands) - this doll
is known a Henrietta £60-£80 (plus 21% BP^)

459. Three German babies: an Armand
Marseille 990 bisque head with composition
bent-limbed body - 10¾in. (27.5cm.) high; and
two composition headed babies, one black
(both with damage) - these dolls are known as
Maisie, Sambo and Jean £50-£80 (plus 21% BP^)

454. A Petite Francais J Verlingue child
doll, with fixed blue glass eyes, dark brows,
brown synthetic wig, jointed composition body,
white cotton dress, bonnet and underclothes
- 22in. (56cm.) high (body washed) - this doll is
known as Gladys £60-£80 (plus 21% BP^)

460. Two Armand Marseille 996 babes, with
blue sleeping eyes, bent-limbed composition
bodies - 20in. (51cm.) largest - the largest doll is
known as Peregrine £60-£80 (plus 21% BP^)

449. A Kestner 182 child doll, with blue
sleeping eyes, blonde hair wig, jointed
composition body, white cotton dress, bonnet
and underclothes - 28¼in. (72cm.) high (eye
lids flaking) - this doll is known as Fanny
£150-£200 (plus 21% BP^)

450. A Simon & Halbig 550 child doll for
Gimbel Bros, with brown sleeping eyes, brown
hair wig, jointed composition body, white
cotton dress, underclothes and brown shoes 22in. (56cm.) high (restored hands) - this doll is
known as Virginia £100-£150 (plus 21% BP^)

462. Two Ernst Heubach 250 child dolls, the
largest with blue sleeping eyes, brown mohair
wig, on a French jointed composition body,
white cotton dress, straw hat and underclothes
- 24½in. (62cm.) high; and a smaller doll with
brown eyes and hair - these dolls are known as
Phoebe and Harriet £100-£150 (plus 21% BP^)
455. An Armand Marseille 390 walking
child doll, with blue lashed sleeping eyes,
blonde hair wig, jointed composition walking
body, white cotton dress, straw hat and
underclothes - 24in. (61cm.) high - this doll is
known as Roberta £70-£100 (plus 21% BP^)

463. A C M Bergmann 1916 child doll, with
blue lashed sleeping eyes, blonde mohair wig,
jointed composition body and white cotton
dress - 24½in. (62cm.) high (one arm loose); and
a PM 23 baby head on a jointed composition
child’s body - these dolls are known as Elfrieda
and Charlotte £100-£120 (plus 21% BP^)

456. A C M Bergmann 1916 child doll,
with blue lashed sleeping eyes, brown
mohair wig, jointed composition body, white
cotton dress with mauve embroidery, straw
hat and underclothes - 25in. (63.5cm.) high
(hand loose) - this doll is known as Belinda
£80-£100 (plus 21% BP^)

464. Two bisque headed child dolls: a
Simon & Halbig for Kämmer & Reinhardt 23½in. (60cm.) high (restored head) and an A.
S. doll (cracked); and a German composition
head doll on kid body - these dolls are known as
Anne, Laura and Dorrit £60-£80 (plus 21% BP^)

457. Three Armand Marseille 351 babies,
two with blue and one with brown sleeping
eyes, bent-limbed composition bodies with
white dresses - 12¼in. (31cm.) largest - these
are known as Baby Bobby, Jenny and Audrey
£80-£120 (plus 21% BP^)

451. A Cuno & Otto Dressel child doll, with
blue lashed sleeping eyes, blonde hair wig,
jointed composition body, blue and white
striped dress, underclothes and brown shoes 27in. (68.5cm.) high - this doll is known as Alice
£100-£150 (plus 21% BP^)

452. A Simon & Halbig for Kämmer
Reinhardt child doll, with blue sleeping eyes,
pierced ears, replaced blonde synthetic wig,
jointed composition body, white cotton dress,
bonnet, underclothes and brown leather shoes
- 21in. (53.5cm.) high - this doll is known as
Sylvia £80-£120 (plus 21% BP^)
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461. A small Ernst Heubach painted
bisque 399 black baby, with brown glass
eyes, large red closed mouth, pierced ears
and bent-limbed body - 7in. (18cm.) high;
and a bisque shoulder head doll - these
dolls are known as Joseph and Dolly
£80-£100 (plus 21% BP^)

458. Two German character babies:
a Porzellanfabrik Burggrub 169 - 17½in.
(44.5cm.) high (eyes need resetting); and a
Schoenau & Hoffmeister Hanna (damaged eye)
- these dolls are known as Robin and Hanna
£60-£80 (plus 21% BP^)

461

465. Two Armand Marseille child dolls: a
390 with blue sleeping eyes, new blonde wig,
jointed composition body - 18½in. (47cm.) high;
and a 370 with blue sleeping eyes and clothed
body, both in dresses - these dolls are known as
Christabel and Agatha £60-£80 (plus 21% BP^)
466. An Ideal composition Shirley Temple
doll, with blue lashed sleeping eyes, blonde
mohair wig and original yellow dress - 17½in.
(44.5cm.) high (crazed and faded, tear to
dress); another dolls dress; and a modern wig
£50-£80 (plus 21% BP^)
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469
467. A late 19th century German
composition boy doll, the shoulder head
with inset blue glass eyes, blonde mohair
wig, stuffed body, composition limbs,
original red velvet sailor suit, brown socks
and black oil-cloth shoes - 14½in. (37cm.)
high (shoulders need re-glueing to body)
£150-£200 (plus 21% BP^)

470

473
471. A wax over composition shoulderhead doll, with blue glass eyes, blonde
mohair wig, head turned to the right, pink
stuffed body, composition limbs and pale blue
dress - 16¼in. (41.5cm.) high (cracks to head)
£30-£50 (plus 21% BP^)
472. A wax over composition shoulderhead doll, with blue sleeping eyes, open/
closed mouth, head turned to the left,
blonde mohair wig, stuffed body with
squeaker, composition limbs and white
cotton robes - 22in. (56m.) high (cracked)
£30-£50 (plus 21% BP^)
473. A wax over composition Welsh doll,
the German doll with blue glass eyes, blonde
mohair wig, stuffed body with composition
limbs with black painted socks, in original
costume with black plush hat - 11½in. (29cm.)
high (restored boot) £80-£100 (plus 21% BP^)

468. A late 19th century German
composition girl doll, the shoulder head
with inset blue glass eyes, blonde mohair wig,
stuffed body, composition limbs, original blue
cotton dress, pinafore, underclothes, brown
socks and brown leather shoes - 10½in. (27cm.)
high, and a red cloth covered wicker crib
£100-£150 (plus 21% BP^)

474

474. A carved wooden Swiss boy doll, with
blue painted eyes, blonde painted hair, jointed
body with carved fingers, original costume of
white linen shirt, brown velvet jacket with red
braid, white trousers, socks and black leather
shoes - 15in. (38cm.) high £60-£80 (plus 21% BP^)

476. A rare Suffragette doll, a German
bisque shoulder head doll with stuffed body
and bisque limbs, blue painted eyes and
blonde wig, original green crepe paper uniform
with twisted paper hat and pink petticoat - 9in.
(23cm.) high - this rare survival was purchased
from a Manchester auction around 30 years
ago, at the time she had a printed slip of
cardboard saying ‘Vote for Women’, sadly this
was lost a few years ago £50-£80 (plus 21% BP^)

469. An unusual German 19th century
composition shoulder head doll in uniform,
possibly a policeman with black painted
moulded hair, moustache and cap, carved
wooden limbs on rigid kid body, original dark
navy uniform with red cuffs and white kid sash?
- 10¾in. (27cm.) high (large hole in side of
head, damaged at throat and missing one foot)
£80-£100 (plus 21% BP^)
470. A composition African doll, possibly
S.F.B.J., with brown painted upward glancing
eyes, pronounced red lips, halfmoon
earrings, black mohair wig with feather
headdress, straight limbs jointed at shoulder
and hips and grass skirt - 6in. (15cm.) high
£60-£80 (plus 21% BP^)
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475. A Roullet & Decamps boy with cart
automaton, the Simon & Halbig 1079 head
with blue lashed eyes and brown mohair
wig, a clockwork mechanism is housed in
the body with metal hands and composition
legs wearing velvet shorts, lace shirt, black
socks and shoes, when wound he walks and
pulls along his wooden two-wheeled cart
- 13¼in. (34cm.) long (hairline to forehead)
£400-£600 (plus 21% BP^)

477. A large 19th century German
papier-mâché child doll, with dark glass eyes,
painted smiling mouth with gap, centre parted
moulded black hair with ringlets, cloth body
with stitched toes and kid lower arms with
fingers, a light blue cotton two piece dress
and underclothes - 28in. (71cm.) high (ankles
damaged and need repair, one hand off and
one repaired) £300-£500 (plus 21% BP^)
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478. A Grodnertal
carved wooden doll, with
blue painted eyes, black
painted centrally parted
hair with curls around
the ears and carved bun,
pierced ears with wooden
drop earrings, jointed arms,
red and yellow silk dress
and mounted on square
carved wooden base - 8½in.
(21.5cm.) high (ageing to
head, this doll appears to be
missing legs and the body
seems to be a straight down
cylindrical piece of wood,
covered in cloth, so hard
to assess what is going on)
£300-£500 (plus 21% BP^)
479. A French pressed
bisque fashionable doll,
with socket shoulder-head,
dark blue striated fixed
glass eyes, closed mouth
with slight smile, light
brown brows, pierced ears,
blonde mohair wig on cork
pate, jointed wooden kid
covered body with bisque
forearms, carved toes,
café au lait dress, bonnet,
parasol, underclothes and
one red boot, probably
Jumeau - 17¼in. (44cm.)
high (two fingers chipped
on right hand, firing
crack behind left ear)
£800-£1,200 (plus 21% BP^)

479

478

480. A rare small Steiner
figure A Le Parisien black
bébé No.1, with fixed
brown glass eyes, dark black
heavy brows, open mouth
with two teeth, pierced ears,
black mohair wig on plaster
pate, jointed papier-mâché
brown painted body, blue
and white checked dress,
pinafore and underclothes,
black ink stamp on back of
head and indistinct stamp
on side of body - 8¼in.
(21cm.) high (chipped
around ear piercing)
£300-£400 (plus 21% BP^)
481. A rare Steiner
figure A Bébé with lever
eye mechanism, pressed
bisque head with bisque
eye ball with white glaze
white of eye, the deep blue
iris of glass with darker rim,
closed mouth with painted
cupid bow, shaded eye lids,
light brown feathered brow,
pierced ears, sawdust pulp
pate with brown mohair
wig, jointed papier-mâché
and wood body with
slender fingers, green velvet
and silk dress with lace and
black bead trim, matching
bonnet, underclothes
and dark green shoes
- 24in. (61cm.) high
£3,000-£4,000 (plus 21% BP^)
480
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490. Toostietoy metal dining furniture:
a light brown circular table - 1¾in. (4.5cm.)
high, four chairs (one leg missing), a sideboard
and hostess trolley, a crazed brown and green
armchair and foot stool; and a gold console
table (missing leg) £70-£100 (plus 21% BP^)
491. Tootsietoy metal bedroom furniture:
pink painted two single beds, a dressing
table - 3in. (7.5cm.) high, a mirrored chest of
drawers, bedside cupboard, chair, rocking
chair and bedside lamp (some paint loss)
£60-£80 (plus 21% BP^)

492. Tootsietoy metal kitchen furniture:
green painted - sink unit - 3½in. (9cm) wide,
fridge, gas cooker, dresser (missing door) and
two chairs £60-£80 (plus 21% BP^)
493. Tootsietoy metal bedroom furniture:
grey painted - two single beds with pink
lithographed tinplate bedspreads - 3¼in.
(8cm.) long, dressing table, rocking chair and
armchair and dressing table chair in crazed
pink upholstery £60-£80 (plus 21% BP^)
482
482. A very rare Fritz Bierschenck 616
bisque head character lady doll, with deep
blue intaglio eyes, open/closed mouth with
moulded and painted teeth, defined cheek
bones, indented side of temple, single stroke
blonde painted eyebrows, slightly protruding
ears, brown mohair wig, composition straight
legged body with one straight and one bent
arm, brown patterned jacket, black velvet skirt,
underclothes and white shoes, impressed
F.B. 616 2 and in patent ink stamp - 18½in.
(47cm.) high (arms probably repainted)
£3,000-£4,000 (plus 21% BP^)

485. Dolls’ house chattels: five miniature
watercolours in gold painted copper frames,
an electric tinplate lamp with celluloid shade,
cast metal - two telephones and book ends
with books; and embroidered table cloth with
napkins £80-£100 (plus 21% BP^)

483. Dolls’ house cocktail time: two cocktail
sets multi-coloured blown glass jugs - 1½in.
(4cm.) high and each with six conical glasses,
swivel sticks and metal tray, in original plain
cardboard boxes; four additional wine glasses,
another jug and glass; and a bakelite radio
pencil sharpener £100-£120 (plus 21% BP^)
484. Dolls’ house tea time: a flower
painted white blown glass tea set comprising
teapot, sugar basin, jug, six cups and saucers
and a metal tray and a silver lustre glass set
comprising teapot, jug, sugar basin and two
cups and saucers, in original plain card boxes
£80-£100 (plus 21% BP^)
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495. A home built dolls’ house, made by
Pegglin's Faber, possibly made in Singapore,
wooden with cream painted exterior, brick
around base, pillared porch and green
windows, back opening to reveal four rooms,
hall, landing and bathroom, electrically lit
and packing crate - 26½in. (67.5cm.) wide
(missing front door, flashing loose from roof)
£40-£60 (plus 21% BP^)

Various Properties

Dolls’ Houses & Chattels
The following thirteen lots were the
childhood dolls’ house and contents of
Pegglin Faber, who grew up in Singapore
and Hong Kong in the 1930s

494. Toostietoy and Dinky metal
bathrooms: Tootsietoy mauve bath, sink,
loo, medicine cabinet, stool and weighing
scales, and a yellow laundry basket; and Dinky
green bath, loo, sink and laundry basket
£80-£100 (plus 21% BP^)

486. An incomplete dolls’ house family:
fourteen dolls’ house dolls with a childhood
list describing them and listing their names
including mother a bisque headed French
301 in green dress - 3½in. (9cm.) high, Judy
a German all-bisque in knitted dress, Aunt
Elsie in orange dress; composition dolls - John
the chef, Mary the maid, Carol the maid and
six named babies (missing 7 from the list)
£150-£200 (plus 21% BP^)
487. A Grecon type dolls’ house family:
cloth with large pointed metal feet, comprising
mother - 3½in. (9cm.) high and father, girl
and boy (father possibly missing jacket)
£40-£60 (plus 21% BP^)
488. Various dolls’ house items: a painted
soft metal and tinplate fireplace - 2¾in. (7cm.)
high; a French penny toy cradle, a pressed
cardboard garden table and other items
£50-£80 (plus 21% BP^)
489. Tootsietoy metal furniture: green
painted garden sofa - 3½in. (9cm.) wide (two
legs replaced), chair and rocking chair; and
a pink painted radiogram (one leg replaced)
£40-£60 (plus 21% BP^)

496. A quantity of dolls’ house furniture:
including a painted tinplate washstand, the
base wood grained - 7¼in. (18.5cm.) high,
three pieces of white painted Gottschalk
bedroom furniture, three bisque dolls, a pair
of Art Nouveau candlesticks and another
tinplate wash stands (some damage)
£100-£150 (plus 21% BP^)
497. A quantity of small scale dolls’ house
furniture: a tinplate range - 3¼in. (8cm.) wide
(missing door), a bisque shoulder head maid,
two cast-iron fireplaces with fenders and other
items £60-£80 (plus 21% BP^)
498. A 19th century dolls’ house small
scale bone sitting room set, a two-seater
settee with antler horn back and legs,
pierced seat - 2in. (5cm.) wide, three
matching chairs and a circular tripod table
£70-£100 (plus 21% BP^)
499. A 19th century dolls’ house bone
virginal or harpsichord, with cupboard
above, cabriole legs, carved and pierced
panels, lyre shaped pedals - 4¼in. (11cm.) high
(missing one door) £60-£80 (plus 21% BP^)
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502

500

501

500. A 19th century dolls’ house bone
bureau book case, on cabriole legs, pierced
panels, opening to reveal mirrored back and
inkstand, the book case with red and blue
books, surmounted by a skeleton clock - 5in.
(12.5cm.) high (missing piece from door, a finial
and desk door knob) £60-£80 (plus 21% BP^)
501. A 19th century dolls’ house bone
washstand, with turned column supports,
base with cupboard, mirror set in back and
turned jug and basin - 4¼in. (11cm.) high
(repaired crack to door) £60-£80 (plus 21% BP^)
502. 19th century dolls’ house
bone furniture: a pair of ornate chairs
- 25⁄8in. (6.5cm.) high, a matching table
and a corner chair (some slight damage)
£50-£80 (plus 21% BP^)
503. 19th century dolls’ house bone
furniture: two tables (small parts missing),
a chair - 2¾in. (7cm.) high, a work basket
(repaired and missing handle) and a
miniature grand piano (missing legs)
£50-£80 (plus 21% BP^)

507 detail

504. 19th century dolls’ house bone
accessories: two trays of vessels, one with
a brown stained base - 2¼in. (6cm.) wide, a
work table with opening lid to reveal sewing
items (missing lower part of legs); and another
tray with an ivory bowl and two goblets
£70-£100 (plus 21% BP^)
505. Three miniature Swiss chalets, one
with velvet pin cushion; three Chinese ladder
puzzles, a horse head ivory seal and other spares
(damages) £50-£80 (plus 21% BP^)
506. A bone Prisoner of War miniature
drum box, with string tension cord with 22
dominos - 1in. (2.5cm.) high; a miniature chest
board box; and another carved cylindrical box
£50-£80 (plus 21% BP^)
507. A rare Florence Callcott papier-mâché
dolls’ house cottage, with bay window, hinged
door, window and skylight, open at the back
to show two rooms with staircase and attic,
wallpapers and two fireplaces, the large label on
the base and inscribed in pen Made in 1914 pat.
Applied for 24th December 1914 - previously in
the Christie’s auction of Faith Eaton’s collection
October 2005 as lot 142, this actual example also
appears in the Ultimate Dolls’ House Book page
73 and 134 £150-£200 (plus 21% BP^)
508. A German red roofed dolls’ house,
wood covered with printed paper featuring
brick and stone, ornate front door with lion head
knocker, window boxes, pillared porch, dormer
window and flower boarder around base, front
opening to reveal two white painted rooms 15½in. (39.5cm.) high (slight woodworm and
general wear); and a small quantity of small scale
dolls’ house furniture £200-£300 (plus 21% BP^)

507

509. Dolls’ house and cracker charms:
including an unusual Dresden paper
perambulator painted yellow wicker with
gold trim and paper wheels, the inside lined
in blue silk - 2¾in. (7cm.) long, the smallest
doll in the world, peg wooden in wooden
egg, another similar doll, various glass cracker
charms and a bronze Jemima Puddleduck
£100-£150 (plus 21% BP^)
510. Dolls’ house dolls: three all-bisque
German girls - 3in. (7.5cm.) tallest, an all-bisque
baby, a tiny celluloid doll and three bisque cake
decorations £50-£80 (plus 21% BP^)
511. Interesting dolls’ house furniture and
chattels: a German plain pine chest of drawers
with black painted detail - 4¾in. (12cm.)
wide, a composition and wood pin-jointed
sailor, a cast-iron fire place and other items
£80-£120 (plus 21% BP^)
512. Metal dolls’ house chattels: a
cast-metal and tinplate gold painted long
case clock with pendulum - 5in. (12.5cm.)
high (top repaired, a gilt-metal mantel clock
and birdcage (missing bird and hanging
loop), a tinplate mirror and other items
£100-£150 (plus 21% BP^)
513. Dolls’ house dolls: a china shoulderhead with black painted bun, in brown striped
dress and holding baby - 4¾in. (12cm.) high, a
French penny toy cradle and high chair each
with an all bisque baby, a Goss jug and basin
and two other dolls £80-£120 (plus 21% BP^)
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509

513

519

514. Dolls’ house kitchen: a pine dresser - 5½in. (14cm.) high, a china
shoulder head cook, a Huntley & Palmer Cornish Wafers sample tin, a
brass trivet, a copper kettle (missing lid), other copper pots and other
items £60-£80 (plus 21% BP^)
515. A quantity of dolls’ house chattels, including carpets, an alarm
clock, a Hornby suitcase, and other miniatures £40-£60 (plus 21% BP^)
516. Dolls’ house furniture: including a wrought iron bedstead with
an invoice from Kay Desmond for £6 in 1974, a sofa upholstered in
velvet - 5in. (13cm.) wide, a cream painted bedside cabinet, other chairs
and a table £60-£80 (plus 21% BP^)
517. Dolls’ house glass: a Devres ink well and stand - 1½in. (4cm.)
wide, a Cranberry jug and two glasses, a small selection of milk glass and
five larger pieces of white and clear striped glass £50-£80 (plus 21% BP^)
518. A large Tri-ang wooden dolls’ house No.93, mock Tudor
design, half-timbered and cream painted, tinplate windows, green front
and garage door, green cardboard shutters, large chimney up right
side with porch, seat and sundial, red painted roof, front opening in
four places to reveal five rooms, hall, stairs and landing, Pedigree Prams
label to rear 47¼in/ (120cm.) wide (interior redecorated, white exterior
repainted and window frames rusty) £80-£120 (plus 21% BP^)

521

519. A Tri-ang No1 Princess Dolls’ House, modelled on the cottage
‘Y Bwythyn Bach’ built in Windsor for Princess Elizabeth, the current
Queen, as a gift from the Welsh people - white-painted house with
central front door, two bay windows, painted wood thatched roof,
triangular transfer to back, front opening to reveal four rooms, hall,
stairs and landing, 1930s - 30in. (76cm.) wide (interior redecorated)
£100-£150 (plus 21% BP^)
520. Tri-ang Period boxed dolls’ house furniture: Queen Anne
dining table - 5in. (12.5cm.) long and writing arm chair, in original green
boxes (G, slight repair to chair and table leg, boxes G, base of table box a
paler green) £40-£60 (plus 21% BP^)
521. A painted wooden dolls’ house, with brick painted exterior,
central front door with arched window above, five windows, grey
painted roof and two chimneys, front opening to reveal four rooms with
original fireplaces, hall and landing, half a replaced staircase only, large
hall window - 32½in. (82.5cm.) wide (mainly well repapered, missing
strip of wood from front, door loose) £150-£200 (plus 21% BP^)
522. A G & J Lines Dolls’ House, cream painted with gold lining,
central front door with lion head knocker, bay window either side,
central dormer window, printed paper tiled roof and brick sides, front
opening to reveal four rooms, hall, stairs and landing, original papers
and fireplace, 1920s - 28in. (71cm.) wide (some wear and ageing)
£100-£150 (plus 21% BP^)

522

523. Four bisque shoulder-head dolls’ house dolls, hair and face
repainted and re-molded and dressed in the 1930s - 4in. (10cm.) high,
two celluloid dolls in brown velvet dresses and lace bonnets; and other
items £70-£100 (plus 21% BP^)
www.specialauctionservices.com
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524

526

524. Two German all-bisque dolls’ house dolls, with glass eyes, blonde
wigs, fixed necks, moulded socks and shoes and white dresses - 3½in.
(9cm.) high; and three other bisque headed dolls’ house dolls (restored
bodies) £150-£200 (plus 21% BP^)
525. Dolls’ house items: two German all-bisque babies; a peg
wooden torso; a miniature Minton tea cup and saucer and other items
£50-£80 (plus 21% BP^)

527

526. A rare English early 19th century dolls’ house four-poster bed,
the wooden frame with pink glazed cotton canopy and valence, white
fringing and rose printed quilt - 4¾in. (12cm.) high £60-£80 (plus 21% BP^)
527. A rare set of fourteen Frank Willis for Queen Mary’s Dolls’ House
etchings, signed India Proofs by Frank Willis, A.R.E. measuring - 3¾in.
(8.5cm.) x - 2¼in. (6cm.) with printed list, in pink envelope signed by Willis;
and two hand written letters dated the 4th and 9th of June 1923 from the
artist to Mr and Mrs Williams about printing this set for them for the price
of one guinea £300-£400 (plus 21% BP^)

Post-war Dolls
528. An early Pedigree Sindy doll, with side
parted red hair, a quantity of outfits including
air hostess and a Sindy’s Own Wardrobe, in
original box (a little dirty and some wear)
£50-£80 (plus 21% BP^)
529. A Trendon Sasha doll, with red hair,
grey dungarees, white short sleeve shirt
and white sandals, in original tube (one pop
studded missing half) £150-£200 (plus 21% BP^)
530. Mattel Barbie and Friends: a Twist
‘N Turn Stacey, two Twist ‘N Turn Barbies,
one blonde and brunette, two others, a Twist
‘N Turn Skipper, a few original outfits and
other dolls (some wear and a little sweaty)
£30-£50 (plus 21% BP^)
531. A Mattel Bubble-Cut Barbie, blonde in
original red swim costume (ears very greened),
a Francie in Checkmates; a Lady Penelope;
Sindy’s Paul and wardrobe and a quantity of
various clothes £40-£60 (plus 21% BP^)
532. Three Palitoy Action Men, brown
and black painted hair (one foot missing)
and a blonde flocked hair; and a quantity
of clothes and accessories (play wear)
£20-£30 (plus 21% BP^)
533. An unusual I & R Ottenburg Her
Majesty Queen Elizabeth II in Coronation
robes, 42 of 150 limited edition, composition
with wonderfully detailed robes, in
original box with signed certificate, 1953
- 11½in. (29cm.) high (slightly rubbed nose)
£80-£100 (plus 21% BP^)
534. Five Birgitte Frigask limited edition
dolls, in Danish traditional costume, in original
boxes - 9½in. (24cm.) high; and a set of four
chairs and a table £30-£50 (plus 21% BP^)

528

529

535. A Furga (Italy)
plastic doll, in original blue
clothes - 14½in. (37cm.)
high; and a Wade Alphabet
Train, in original box
£30-£40 (plus 21% BP^)
536. A quantity of hard
plastic and vinyl dolls:
including a Pedigree hard
plastic walking doll with
red hair, a black baby
and a quantity of clothes
£40-£60 (plus 21% BP^)

533
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ABBREVIATED TERMS AND CONDITIONS
Please ensure you view the Full Terms & Conditions on our website prior
Specialist Auctions Ltd Trading as Special Auction Services referred to as The Auctioneer and to include any person acting upon his authority. In these Terms of Sale the
words ‘you’, ‘yours’, etc. refer to you as the Buyer. The words “we”, “us”, etc. refer to the Auctioneer. English Law shall govern all transactions associated with this sale.
Conditions of Sale
Third Party Liability: All persons on the premises of, or at a venue hired or borrowed
by the Auctioneers are there upon their own risk. They shall have no claim against the
Auctioneer in respect of any accident, injury or damage howsoever caused.

Warranties: The Seller warrants to us and to you that: the Seller is the true owner of
the Lot for sale or is authorised by the true owner to offer and sell the lot at auction;
the Seller is able to transfer good and marketable title to the Lot to you free from any
third party rights or claims; and as far as the Seller is aware, the main characteristics of
the Lot set out in the auction catalogue (as amended by any notice displayed in the
saleroom or announced by the Auctioneer at the auction) are correct. If, after you have
placed a successful bid and paid for a Lot, any of the warranties above are found not to
be true, please notify us in writing. Neither we nor the Seller will be liable to pay you
any sums over and above the Total Amount Due and we will not be responsible for any
inaccuracies in the information provided by the Seller except as set out below.

Bidding procedures and the Buyer: You must register your details with us before
bidding and provide us with any requested proof of identity and billing information,
in a form acceptable to us. You must also satisfy any security arrangements we have
in place before entering the auction room to view or bid. We strongly recommend
that you attend the auction in person. You are responsible for your decision to bid for
a particular Lot. If you bid on a Lot, including by telephone and online bidding, or by
placing a commission bid, we assume that you have carefully inspected the Lot and
satisfied yourself regarding its condition and authenticity.
The Purchase Price: As Buyer, you will pay: a) the Hammer Price; b) a premium of 17.5%
of the Hammer Price if bidding in the room, telephone bidding or leaving a commission
bid; an additional 3% premium will be charged for all bidding via the online platform;
c.) any artist’s resale right royalty payable on the sale of the Lot; and d) any VAT due.
VAT: You shall be liable for the payment of any VAT applicable on the Hammer Price and
premium due for a Lot. We will charge VAT at the current rate at the date of the auction.
Items in our catalogue may be marked in the following ways: (*) indicates that VAT is
payable by the buyer on the hammer price as well as being an element in the buyer’s
premium. VAT will be chargeable at the standard rate (presently 20%). This imposition
of VAT is likely to be because the seller is registered for VAT within the European Union
and is not operating the Dealer’s Margin Scheme or because VAT is due at 20% on
importation into the UK. (**) indicates that the lot has been imported from outside the
European Union. [These lots are liable to the standard rate of VAT (currently 20%); in
certain circumstances these lots will incur a reduced rate of VAT (5%) on the hammer
price and buyer’s premium]. The rate will be clearly indicated. Lots which do not have
either of the above symbols have no VAT payable on the hammer price. This is because
such lots are sold using the Auctioneers’ Margin Scheme. The VAT included within the
premium is not recoverable as input tax.
Payment: Immediately following your successful bid on a Lot you will pay to us the
Total Amount Due within 7 days, by cash (maximum £10000), debit card or bank
transfer. Credit cards will incur an additional 3% charge on the invoice total. Following
the day of the sale, we will send out invoices to all successful telephone, online and
commission bidders via email or post. We will where ever possible include on the
invoice a charge for packing and shipping the lots purchased. Packing is undertaken in
house and shipment is made by Courier or Royal Mail. Insurance cover on shipments is
not provided within this charge. We also reserve the right to ask the buyer to complete
a disclaimer regarding this service prior to despatching the goods. Alternatively, you
will (at your own expense) pay for and personally collect or arrange your own courier
to collect any Lots that you have purchased. This must be undertaken no later than 7
days following the day of the auction. You may not claim or collect a Lot until you have
paid for it. If you do not pay for or collect the Lot within this time period, you will be
responsible for any reasonable removal, storage and insurance charges in relation to
that Lot.

ARTIST’S RESALE RIGHTS In addition to the Purchase Price, lots indicated with ‘ARR’
may qualify for and be subject to payment by the Buyer of the Artist’s Resale Right at a
percentage of the Hammer Price calculated as follows:
Portion of the Hammer Price
From €1,000 to €50,000
From €50,001 to €200,000
From €200,001 to €350,000
From €350,001 to €500,000
Exceeding €500,000

The total amount payable will be the aggregate of the sum payable under each of the
above rate bands, up to a maximum total amount of €12,500 for any single lot.Any
Artist’s Resale Rights royalties will be calculated on the pound sterling/Euro exchange
rate quoted on the date of the sale by the European Central Bank.
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Special Auction Services is based at Greenham Business Park which is
situated approximately 2.5 miles south-east of Newbury town centre
on the site of the former Greenham Common airbase. The business
park is accessed via the A339 and is within a 10 minute drive of J13
of the M4 and 5 minutes from the A34. The M3 at Basingstoke is
approximately 15 miles away. Newbury and Thatcham are within a 5
minute drive and Reading is within easy reach. For satnav usage, enter
‘Main Street, Greenham’.
From Heathrow airport take ‘Rail Air’ bus link (telephone 0118
9579425) to Reading Railway Station and a train to Newbury Railway
station. (National Rail Enquiries telephone 08457 484850).
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Descriptions and condition: Our descriptions of the Lot will be based on: (a)
information provided to us by the Seller of the Lot (for which we are not liable); and
(ii) our opinion (although it is likely that we will not be able to carry out a detailed
inspection of each Lot). Weights and measurements given are all estimates. We will give
you a number of opportunities to view and inspect the Lots before the auction. You
(and any independent consultants acting on your behalf ) must satisfy yourself about
the accuracy of any description of a Lot. We shall not be responsible for any failure by
you or your consultants to properly inspect a Lot. Representations or statements by us
as to authorship, genuineness, origin, date, age, provenance, condition or estimated
selling price involve matters of opinion. We undertake that any such opinion will be
honestly and reasonably held and accept liability for opinions given negligently or
fraudulently. Please note that Lots (in particular second-hand Lots) are unlikely to be in
perfect condition. Lots are sold “as is” (i.e. as you see them at the time of the auction).
Neither we nor the Seller accept any liability for the condition of second-hand Lots or
for any condition issues affecting a Lot if such issues are included in the description of
a Lot in the auction catalogue (or in any saleroom notice) and/ or which the inspection
of a Lot by the Buyer ought to have revealed. We will give indications of provenance
where stated by sellers. It is imperative that potential buyers or their Agents inspect lots
that interest them prior to the auction. Purchases of autographed materials and works
are made at the risk of the purchaser. Subject to our Terms and Conditions we cannot
accept returns on these items.
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For timetables of the regular FREE bus shuttle service (route number
103) from Newbury bus station to Greenham Business Park Security
Lodge, please go to: http://www.weavaway.co.uk/our-bus-routes.html
or call 01635 33855. The bus station is in Market Street, a short walk
from the railway station.
For a local taxi phone: 01635 33333
To find Special Auction Services, enter the business park at the main
entrance (this is the second entrance when coming from Newbury/
the A34). SAS building and car park is the first building on the right
hand side (directly opposite the Security Lodge).
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Email: mail@specialauctionservices.com
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Name: ____________________________________________________________________________________________
Address:__________________________________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________ Postcode: ______________________________________
Telephone: _________________________________________ Email: _________________________________________
Identification provided:_______________________________ Method of payment: _____________________________
(First time buyers)		 (Cash/Cheque/Card/Other)
Preferred method of collection/despatch of purchases: ____________________________________________________
Area of interest: _____________________________________ Catalogue subscription requirement: ________________
To: Specialist Auctions Ltd trading as Special Auction Services. Please execute the following bid(s) on my behalf
as cheaply as possible given the competition of any other bid(s) and / or any reserve. The prices shown in Pounds
Sterling are the hammer price to which will be added a Buyer’s Premium of 17.5% plus Value Added Tax together with
any Value Added Tax that may be payable on the Hammer Price. I have read and abide by all the Conditions of Sale.
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